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On compositions of root-to-frontier tree transformations 
B y S . VÁGVÖLGYI 
0. Introduction 
It is well known that the family of (nondeterministic) root-to-frontier tree 
transformations is not closed with respect to the composition, see [2]. In this paper we 
introduce the notion of ^-synchronized root-to-frontier tree transducer. Transducers 
of this type are capable of inducing all the relations which are compositions of k 
root-to-frontier tree transformations. Conversely, we shall show that any relation 
induced by a ^-synchronized tree transducer is a composition of k root-to-frontier 
tree transformations. We mention that similar results are obtained by M. Dauchet 
in his dissertation [1] using the theory of magmoids. 
1. Preliminaires 
In this chapter we shall review the basic notions and notations used in the paper 
and give a reformalized notation of root-to-frontier tree transducers. 
Definition 1.1. An operator domain is a set G together with a mapping v: G-~ 
— {0,1, 2, ...} that assigns to every g£G an arity, or rank, v(g). For any mSO, 
G m ={g€G|v(g )=m} 
is the set of m-ary operators. 
From now on, by an operator domain we mean a finite one, that means G is a 
finite set. The letters F and G always denote operator domains. 
Definition 1.2. Let Y be a set disjoint from the operator domain G. The set 
TG(Y) of G-trees over Y is defined as follows: 
(1) G » U r g r c ( y ) , 
(2) g(Pi, ...,pJeTc(Y) whenever m^I, 
geGm and px, ...,pm£TG(Y), and 
(3) every G-tree over yean be obtained by applying the rules (1) and (2) a finite 
number of times. 
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The set TQ TC(Y) is called a G-forest over Y. 
Definition 1.3. Let TC(Y) be a (7-tree over Y. The set sub (p) of subtrees of 
p is defined by the following rules: 
(1) sub(p) = {p> if p£G°\JY, 
m 
(2) sub (p) = {p} U IJ sub (p^ if 
/=i 
Pi, ...,pm£TG(Y). . .., .t.AV- • ...; 
Definition 1.4. Let p£TG(Y) be a tree. The root root (p) and height h(p) are 
defined as follows: 
(1) If p£G°UY, then root (p)=p, h(p)=0. 
(2) If p=g(pi, •••, p j (/w>0), then root (/>) = e and h(p) = ma.x (h(p:)\i= 
= 1, ..., m) + l. .. . .. .. 1 . 
» Definition 1.5. Let uZN* be a word over the set of natural numbers: The word' 
u induces.a partial:function u: TG(Y)~-TG(Y): in the;following way: • v ' " 
(1) If u=e then u(p)=p for every p£T0{Y), where e denotes the empty word. 
(2). If ,u=iv, ieN, «76 jy* a n d ; P £ T G ( Y ) , then •• 
, V ^ / P - 'g(PI, ••:,PM\g£Gm, \ r i >» V 
l e i s e undefined. . : : ! , . • 
The elements of TC(Y) may be visualized as tree like directed ordered labelled 
graphs. In this case every path from the root to a given node in the graph is determined 
by a word over N. For every word if there exists a node r such that u is the 
path from the root of p to r, then u(p) denotes the subtree (subgraph) with root r. 
'' Definition 1.6. Let Y be a set disjoint from G. We may assume without1 loss of 
generality that N*r\TG(Y)=Q and GC\N*=& hold in the rest of the paper. The set 
PG(7).of quasi. G-trees. over Y is defined by the following rule: ; 
PG(Y) = '{p£TG(Y\jN*)Wu£N* if u(p)£-N* then u(p) = «}. : 
Definition 1.7. The mapping S: 'PG(Y)^2n* assigns a subset S(p) of N* to 
every quasi t reep which is defined by .!.; 
} "••'•"•'' S(p) = {u(p)\u£N*}nN*. 7..' 
It is clear that S(p) is a finite set for every p£PG(Y). The set S(p) is alsodenoted 
by Sp . Members of Sp are called arguments of p. . , 
Definition 1.8. Let Z be an arbitrary set and let q>: Sp-~Z be a given function 
for a given quasi tree p£PG(Y). Replacing every element u of Sp by (p(u) iii the tree 
p we obtain a G-tree over YUZ, which is denoted by p[Sp, <p\. ,-. • . 
Example. Let G={g1,g2} be an operator domain with v i g j ^ l, v(g 2 )=2 and 
let The quasi tree. p ^ g ^ g i O O . ^ s ^ U j i ) ) * may be xvisualizeid by 
the graph on Fig. 1. i : ]; : 




Figure J Figure 2 
Let us define the mapping (p: {11, 21}— {y2, j>3} as follows: 
</>(H) = }'2,(p(2\) = >'3. 
The quasi tree <p] may be visualized by the graph on Fig. 2. 
Binary relations zQTF(X)xTC(Y) are called tree transformations. The com-
position tjOTj of the tree transformations r a ( Q T F ( X ) X T G ( Y ) ) and T2(QTG(Y)X 
XT„(Zj) is defined by 
The composition T 1 O T 2 O . . . O T j | /= 3) of the tree transformations i i , t a , . . . , r ( is 
Definition 1.9. A state set A is an operator domain consisting of unary operators 
only. If A is a state set and D is an arbitrary set then AD will denote the forest 
AD = {a(d)\a£A, d£D}. 
Moreover, if a£A and ddD then we generally write ad ior a(d). 
If Ax, ..., Aj are state sets (y'€ N) then Aj... ^.denotes the state set AjX...XAt 
which is the Cartesian product of the sets At ( l s / ^ y ) . 
Elements of Aj... are denoted by sequences where a ^ A ^ /=1, ...,/'. 
For every non-negative integer /, {1, ..., /} denotes the set { / | l s / s / } . 
Definition 1.10. A root-to-frontier tree transducer (/?-transducer) is a system 
91=(F, X, A, G, Y, A', Z), where . . . . . . 
(1) /" and G are operator domains. 
(2) A is an operator domain consisting of unary operators, the State set of 91. 
(It will be assumed that Ar\TF(X)=<b and that ^ n r c ( y ) = 0.) 
(3) X and Y are finite sets. 
(4) A'QA is the set of initial states. 
(5) 1 is a finite set of productions (rewriting rules) of the following two types: 
(i) ax — q(a£A,x£X, q£TG(Y)), ...... 
(ii) af-q[Sq,<p]{q£PG(Y)j£F\ q>.: Sq-A{\,...1m}). : 
T̂ oTo = {(/?, q)\(p, r)eru (r, q)£t2 for some /•}. 
defined by 
T1Ot2O...OT| = (XxO ... o t ^ j J o t , . 
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91 is said to be a deterministic il-transducer if A' is a singleton and there are no 
distinct productions in L with the same left-hand side. 
Definition 1.11. Let 9 1 = ( F , X , A , G , Y , A', I ) be an ^-transducer and let 
PI,P2€TG(YUN*UATF(XUN*)) be trees. We say that px directly derives p2 in 91, 
in symbols PI=>&PZ, if PI can be obtained from px by 
(1) replacing an occurrence of a subtree ax(£AX) in px by the right side q of 
a production ax—q in I , or by 
(ii) replacing an occurrence of a subtree 
a/(l , . . . ,m)[{l, . . . , /w},a](/6Fm , a: {1, ..., ™}-~7>(*UAr*)) in P l by 
<l[SqtP\, where af-q[Sq, cp] is in I and 0 is a mapping ft: Sq-ATP(XUN*) 
such that for each s£Sq if <p(s)=ct(c£A, {1, ..., /w}) then f}(s)=ca(t). 
Each application of steps (i) and (ii) is called a direct derivation in 91. 
The reflexive-transitive closure of =>ffl is denoted by 
Using the notation =>-* the transformation zn induced by a root-to-frontier tree 
transducer 9l=(F, X, A, G, Y, A', I) is defined by: 
?*={(p,<l)\P<iTF(X), q£TG(Y), ap=>*q for some a£A'}. 
The range of a mapping <p: A—B is denoted by rg(<p). Let U0, Ut, ..., Ut 
be sets, and let V be a subset of the set (¡70 X tfi X.. . X E/,) U ((/,, X t/i X... X t/,_,) U ... 
...U(£/oX£/i)U{/0, where U0XU1X...XUl the Cartesian product of the sets U, 
( 0 S / ^ / ) . Then for an index j, (O^y'ss/) [V]j denotes the set 
{«>|B(W«, ..., Uj, ..., u„)ev, O S n ^ l , 0 S j ^ f l ) } . 
Definition 1.12. Let u be an element of N*. The mapping cou: Ta(YUN*) — 
-TC(YUN*) is defined as follows: 
(1 ) G>n(P) = P jf P = y(£Y) o r P = / ( 6 G « ) , 
(2)cou(j>) = up if p£N*, 
(3) <ou(p) =f(mu(Pi), ...,tD»0,)) if 
P =f(Pi, ...,p,),f£Gl, I 1, Pi£TG(YUN% i = 1, ..., /. 
2. Derivation sequences 
In this chapter we shall deal with the description of derivations according to 
root-to-frontier tree transducers. 
In the.rest of the paper k denotes a natural number, not less than two, moreover 
let 9I i=(G i_1, AH G;, YH A[, 2Ta ) be ^-transducers, 1 ^ i ^ k . 
Now we give a procedure P. The input of P is a derivation in the form 
:(1) a j p j . , =>*/>,- (oj^Aj, Pj-idTcj ^Yj-x), PjtTGj(Yj)) 
for some ...,/:} and a decomposition 
PJ-I = RJ-DSRJ^ VJ-I] (RJ-XTPGJ.SYJ-J, <PJ I: SRJ_1— TC/^IYJ-J). 
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The procedure P produces two derivations denoted by (2) and (3) which are 
defined by induction on the height of RJ_1{£TGJ^.(J^-iO-iV*)). The derivations 
(2) and (3) will have the following forms: 
(2) a j r j ^ S , ^ , cpj-i] =>^rj [Sry, (pj\ = pJy 
fa: Srj - Aj rg (cpj-J, <pj: Srj - TGJ(Yj)), 
for each 
, 4>j(Sj) =>lj <Pj(Sj) 
holds, 
(3) ajrj_1 rj[Srj, iJ/j], Srj - AjSrjJ, 
and for each Sj£ Srj if rj/j(sj)=ajsj_1 then ij/j(Sj)=aj_i(Sj_holds. 
Let h(rJ_1)=0. 
Case 1. /-,_!=/, In this case S =0 , (pj-^0 and ry_1[S'0_ l , 
<Pj-i]=f- Thus ajf+pjiZn , where Pj£TGJ(YJ). Let r—pj, thus Srj=Q. Let 
<pj=9, ^ = 0 , i]/j=9. Thus the derivation (1) takes the following forms: 
(2) ajrj^iSrj^, (pj-t] =>3(J r} i f f j ] =>^rj[Srj, q>jl 
(3) a j r j ^ ^ r ^ S ^ , ¡¡/j]. 
Case 2. Yj-j). This case is the same as Case 1. 
Case 3. rj_1=e(£N*). In this case <pj-1(e)=rj-1[Srj_l, Let r}=e, 
thus ST= {c}. Let the mappings 
-A,.: SRJ - AJTG._1(YJ_1), SRJ -*AJSRJL 
and 
cpy. SRJ - TG](YJ) 
be defined as follows: 
'Aj(e) = ajTj^lS^^, (pj-j], $j(e) = a}e, q>j(e) = Pj. 
Thus 
rj[Srj, tl/j] = ajrj-dSrj^, <Pj-i], rj[Srj, = aje. 
Thus we have obtained the desired derivations (2) and (3), and 
= aje, ij/j(e) = ajcpj.^e), where Srj = {e}. 
We have proved the basic step of the induction. Let 














 <pj-i] =f(p1[SPl, Aij], ...,p,[SPl, At,]), 
where for each i£'{ 1, .. . ,/}, and s£SPt holds. The production app-. 
lied in the first step in derivation (1) must be of the form ajf-*q[Sq, e], where 
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q€-PGj(Y'j)*>"f€Gj-i for some /, e: Sq —¿/{I, ..:,/}. Consequently derivation (1) 
can be written-in the following form: 
Cj fj—ij-1' «Py- i l^a j e ] T] 
- Aj rg (<?;_,), T : Sq— TGj(Yj)), 
where the mapping q satisfies the following formula: for every s£Sq if e(s) = bjt 
(1 st^l,bj£Aj) then e(s)=bjPt[SPt, n,]. This implies that e(s)=bJp,(SPt, i4=>*t 
=>ffljT(J) holds. The desired derivations will take the following forms: 
where 
x: Sq - TgAYjUAjTg^JYj.J), 
T: Sq-TCj(Yj). 
j 
(3) ajf((o1 ( p j , (p,)) =>aj q , <?] =>*j q[S,, x], 
where 
e: - A j TGj _ 1 (Yj _! U iV *), x: Sq - T^Y^AjS,.^. 
We shall define the mappings x, q, x. For each s£ Sq let us consider the derivation 
(4) g (s) = bj p, [Spt, ft] T (s), 
where s(s) = bjt holds. 
Since h (/>,)< h (rj^j) we may apply the induction hypothesis to derivation (4) and 
decomposition />,[5^, ft]. The derivations (5) and (6) are obtained by applying 
procedure P to (4) and decomposition p,[SPt, ft]. 
(5) bj p, [S;,, ft] =>^qs [Sqs, t]s] =>*t qs [5IS, &] = T (S), 
(istPojiYj), SqM - Aj TgQi,), is: Sqs - T0j(Yjj), 
such that for every v£Sqt,tis(v)=>%ijt;s(v) holds. 
(6) bj p, =>*nj qs [5,,, fjs] (tjs: S,. - Aj SPt), 
and for every Sg5 if fjs(v)=bjZ for some bj^Aj and z£SPt then 
ns(v)=bjH,(z). 
In this case x, q, x are defined by 
* ( « ) - = VslSg,, risl e(s) = a),(bjp,), 
x(s) = (o,(qs[Sqi,fjs]). 
The derivation ' s ^ e same as derivation (5). 
/ The derivation e G O ^ a , * ^ ) is obtained from derivation (6) by applying the 
mapping: io,, to each step of derivation (6). 
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We give a procedure S. The input of S is a derivation sequence D=DX , • . Dk 
given in the following form: 
Di aiPoz=>i1Pi, (Po£TGo(Y0), a^Ai, p^Tc^Yj), 
D2: a2p!=>l2p2, {a2£A2,p2£TGi(Y^), 
Dk-akPk-i=*%kPk{ak£Ak,Pk£TGk(Yk)) 
and a decomposition /70=r0[S,ro, <p0], ^produces two derivation sequences denoted 
by £YO=D{O, D\O, ..., DRKO and Z)ro= D2°, ..., DRK°. The derivation sequences 
fr* and Dro will have the following forms: 
D\°\ a^ [Sro, ^ o ] ^ ! rdSri, iAi]=>a, r J S ^ , <px] = 
= Pi ('•i€PGl(71))lA1: A¡rg (cp0), cp,: Sn - TGl(Yj)) 
and for each Sri the derivation <Ai ( ^ ( ̂ i) is valid, 
Dr2K a ^ J S ^ , (p^ =>*h r2[S,2, ij/2] =>*2 r2[S,2, cp2] = 
= Pi {r^PaAY2\ ijs2: S,2 - Atrgfo), (p2: TCt(YJ) 
and for each s2<E Srn the derivation i/'2(s2) =̂ 11, ^2^2) is valid, 
Dk"'. ftkTk-AS,k_x, (pk-i]=>wkrk[Srk, <pk] = 
= Pk(rkePGk(Yk), i/v Srk - Ak rg <Pk: S,k *TGk(Ykj) . 
and for each skÇ_STk the derivation il/k(sk)=^-^k(pk(sk) is valid. 
D l ^ r o ^ r d S , ^ ] ^ : A^,,), • 
Dr2°: a2 rt =•*, r2[Sn, fo] (fo: Sri — A2 Sri), 
Drk°: akrk^*krk[Srk, $k]$k: S,k - AkSri). 
For every and Sj£S if $ j (s J )=bjSj_ 1 for some bj£Aj and 
Sj-i£S r j l then \j/j(Sj)=bj(Pj-iiSj_j). Applying the procedure F to the derivation 
Z>x and the decomposition P o ^ o t ^ <Po] we obtain the derivations D[°, D^. 
Assume that the derivations Drf>_are constructed for an index7(2^)'^&). 
Then the derivations DFRD'F are obtained by applying the procedure P to DJ and 
decomposition Pj-x=r)-i[S, l_ l,<Pj--i\, where the decomposition /•J_i[S'rj_1, 
<Pj_i] of P j - i is given in the derivation 
Let 2I{=((?!_!, Y,-!, A, G„ Yh A'„ 0 = 1, k) be ^-transducers. Let-
us denote the arity function of the operator domain.-G0 by v. We fix these notations 
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for this chapter. Let D=DX, ..., Dk be the following derivation sequence: 
Dx: (p0eTGa(V0), p^TGl(Yd, ai€A'0), 
Pk (PktTCk(Yk), ak£A'k), 
moreover, we assume that p 0 = 9o y0] holds for some 
q^Pca{Y0\ )V Sqa-TGo(Y0). 
Applying the procedure S to the derivation sequence^ D and decomposition 
/J0=^0[S(Jo, (pd\ we obtain derivation sequences Dq» and Dq». 
Df>: ax?<,[£,„, yd ^ <hlSqi, <*i] =>gdSqi, Vi] = Pi, 
(fce^GtCi), «1= Sqi - rg (y0), V l: Sqi - TGl(Y$), 
and for every s ^ S q i , ^ ( jO^aiVi i^ i ) holds. 
Dp: a2 q2[Sqi, a2] q2[Sqi, y2] = p2, 
{q£PGi(n), Sqs - A2rg(y1), y2: Sqs - T0t(YJ), 
and for every s2£Sq i , a 2 ( s 2 )^ s y 2 ( s2) holds. 
Dp: ak q ^ d S ^ , yk-i] =>£k qt[Sqk, ak] =>*k qk[S9k, yk] = pk, 
(lk£Pck(Yk), ak: Sqk - Akrg(yk.^, Vjk: Sqk - TGk(Yk% 
and for every sk£Sqk, ak(sk)^kyk(sj holds. 
52°: fi<}o h®il> (®i: S9l - AtSJ, 
Df : a2 q , ^ q2[Sqt, a8], (a2: S9a - A2Sqi), 
Dp: ak qk.x =*-*k qk[Sqk, ak], (a*: Sqk - AkS^), 
and for every j£ {1, ...,&} and Sj£Sqj if 
dij(sj) = bjSj-x for some b f iA j , S j . ^ S ^ ^ , 
then 
aJ(sj) = ¿jry-iCsy-i). 
We shall define a set Z (Dj io) and mappings 
and 
^(D.io): Sqk — At... Ax TGo(Y0) 
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in the following way: 
Z(D,q0) — {(So, Sl> ••••> Sj)lSo€'S'4o5 S l £ Sqi, . . . , SjZSgj, 
l^j^k and (j=k or (J<k and there are no 
SJ+itSqj+i and bj+1eAJ+1suchthatoij+1(sj+1)=bj+1Sj)) 
and «¡(^=¿>¡^-1 (bi£Ai) for / = 1, ...,j}. 
For every ( j 0 , sx, ..., ss) € Z ( A ,o) 
i2(D,4o)((So> «i, ..., Sj)) = bj... b^ois,,) 
iff a¡(s,) = biS;_! for i = 1, ...J. 
For every sk£S9k, OiDt9<i)(sk)=(s0, st, sk) iff 
a ¡(si) = biSi-xibidA,) f o r i = 1, ..., k. 
For each sk£S9k, tl/iDl9ri)(sk)=bk...b1y0(s0) iff 
0(D,q„)(Sk) = (S0i Sl> •••5 Sk) 
and 
Q(D,9o)((s0,s1,...,sk)) = bk...b1y0(s0). 
One can see the equality </'(o,«„)= ^(D,3„)° ^(D,«») holds. 
For the derivation sequence D and a decomposition 
Po = go[Squ, To] {q<£PGo(Y0), y0: Sqo - TGo(Y0)) 
we can determine the configuration 
K(0,4o) : (ik f ^ k > ^(D, go)]' 6(D, go) > Z(D, q0) ' «„))• 
For the sake of a unified formalism, in the sequel we use the following convention. 
Let G be an operator domain with arity function v, and let Y be a set disjoint with G. 
If u£G°UY then w(l, ..., v(u)) means the CP-tree u over Y, moreover, 
w(l, ..., v(w))[{l, ..., v(w)}, 3] means u for arbitrary 3. 
We continue the analysis of derivation sequence D. For each Sqo the tree 
yoOo) can be written in the following form: 
?o(so) = "o(L> V(M0))[{1, ..., v ( « 0 ) } 9 0 ] , 
where Z/0£<J ( iU Y0 and S0: {1, ..., v(w0)}—rGo(yo). There are two cases. 
1. Case Z(D.,o) = 0. Take the quasi tree r0£PGo(Y0) defined by r0=^0[5'9o, 
where the mapping c0: Sqo-+TGo(Y0UN*) is determined by the following formula: 
for each 
So£S9o £„(%) = aSo(u0( 1, ..., v(w0))) if y0(s0) = "o(l, V(M0»[{1, ..., v(«0)}, 9,] 
(«0€G0UF0 ,S0: {1, ..., v(u0)} - TGo(Y0)). 
One can see K (Di9o)=K (D>ro) holds. 
2. Case Z(D> Using these decompositions of the trees y0(s0) we obtain the 
derivation sequence E=E1, ..., Ek from D. For every {1, ..., k} the derivation Et 
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is the same as Df disregarding the order of direct derivations in Dt. We shall introduce 
the derivation sequence E=E1,...,Ek too. 
Ei- ai <7o[ S„0, y0] <7i , a,} =>*, qx [S , , , ft] =>*x 
i i fS« , y j ( f t€/ 'c 1(I i ) . «1= - ^ rg (y0), 
ft: - TOXY^A.T^Y,)), T l : S 9 l - 7 ^ ( 7 0 ) . 
Ei.: io] 
(«„: SQA - r C o ( y 0 U i V + ) , ft: 5 ? l - T ^ U ^ j V * ) ) . 
¿;0 is defined by the following formula: for each 
s0£Sqo if 7o(«o) = "o(l> K«o))[{U •••> v(«0)}, S0] 
for some w06C?0Ur0 and mapping 
3 0 : { 1 , . . . , V ( M 0 ) } - T C O ( 7 0 ) then £0(s0) = COSo(M0(1, ..., v(u0))). 
We shall define the mappings ft and ft. For every Sqi let us consider the sub-
derivation 
(1) « i f e ) ^ * ^ ) of D. 
Let us assume that a1( j1)=61^0 and 
<*I(SI) = hyo(so) = hu0(l, •••> V(M0))[{1, V ( M 0 ) } , 9 0 ] , 
where 
s0€Sao, B^ALT U0£G0UY0, 90: {1, . . . , V ( M 0 ) } - TGO(Y0). 
Applying procedure P to derivation (1) and decomposition 
yoOo) = «o(l> v(«0))[{1, ..., v(t/0)}, 50] 
we obtain derivations (2), (3). 
(2) i>i«o(l , - ,v(i /o))[{l , . . . ,v(M 0)},90]=>9 l l«1[Su l ,51]^1 
=>slMi[,SuI5 = 7i(si)> where u ^ P ^ Y J , 
V SUI - ^IFCO(R0), 5I: - T^IYJ, 
and for each 
V i t S ^ S A v J ^ W v J holds. 
(3) Mo( l> . . . , V C M , , ) ) ^ « ! ^ , Jx], where 
h - SUl - -4X{1,..., v(w0)} and for each v ^ S ^ if 
<5i0>i) = . M o ( c i i ^ i , i„€{l, ..., v(u0)}) then S^vJ = cx90(/0). 
In this case ft and ft are defined by 
&(*,).= "i[5U l , f t] , ft(si) = a) i0(«i[SUl,ft]). 
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Let / be an index of thé transducers in consideration such that The deriva-
tions Et and Et are the following: 
E,: ai^i-i[S41_lS Vi-i] =>4 ail <h[Sqi, ft] =4, qt[Sqi, y,] 
(qitPa.iY,), «,: Sq, - rg 
ft : - ^ ( ^ U ^ T G , y , : Sqi - rCl(r,)). 
£ , : fljfc-alVi.Éi-J^î.fcl^.A] 
V i ^ ^ t t - i U J V * ) , 
A : 
iz-i is defined by the following formula: for every st_1çSqi_1 if ft_1(j,_1)= 
^i-J the11 t i - i ( s i - i ) = œ s , . 1 ( u i - i ) - We shall define the mappings ft 
and ft. For every Sqi let us consider the subderivation 
(1) a,(sd=>*ty,(sd of D,. 
Let us assume that 
5,(s,) = bt s,_, and a,(s,) = b ^ ^ s ^ = b, «i-ifS«,.,, 
where 
S i - i e S , , . , , " / - i Ç F c ^ Q V O , 
and the decomposition y/_1(i,_L)=wi_1[5'Ur_1, of 7 (_i(jj_i) is the same as 
in . Applying the procedure P to derivation (1) and decomposition y )_1(i ,_1)= 
=K,_1[S,1II_1, 9 ,_J we obtain derivations (2), (3). 
(2) M z - i K , , ^ «,[$,„ <5j] =>-<£, «,[5„„ 9,] = y,(s(), 
where 
UiZPaSXd, ««: S . , - A x T a ^ i Y , . ^ 9,: S m - F c , ( y ( ) , 
and for every wi€«S'lll the derivation ¿i(v,)^ t9,(vi) is valid. 
(3) ¿>, «,_!=•£, «,[$,„ 5il, where S,: -
and for each vt£SUl if 
then 
8, (v, ) = c, V J O , 
In this case ft and ft are defined by 
; ft(s,) = [SUl, 5J, pi (s,) = ^ . „ ( w , [S„, 5,]). 
7» 
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Take the quasi-tree r0£PCo(Y0) defined by r0=q0[Sqo,£0], where the mapping 
W- Sqo-TGl)(Y0\JN*) as in £ t . Let A0: Sro-TGo(Y0) be the mapping such that 
A0(s0/) = 90(i) if 7o(s0) = t/0(l, ..., v(w0))[{l, ..., v(i/0)}, 90], 
where 
S 0 € 5 I O , MoCGoUn, V 0 , v(t/„)} - TGo(Y0), I 6 { L , . . . . V ( M 0 ) } . 
For these r0 and A0 we have that Vo] = ''o[5'ro' ¿0] holds. We take the quasi 
tree r ^ P G l ( Y d which is defined by r1=?1[S'9l, § J , ^ - ^ ( ^ U A ^ ) , for 
every s^S^, £iOi)=w S l(w i) if Pi(sJ = u1[SUl, 5J. It can be seen that 
Sn = { s i ' i M V = h£Sul} 
holds. Let us define the mappings r^: Srj — A^c^Yo), T]x: Sn — A1Sro and / n : 
S^ — Tc^YJ as follows: for each s ^ S r i let us consider its unique decomposition 
= where .s^CS^, a1(s1) = ois0 for some ¿ i c A and 










and a 1 , p 1 , P 1 , y 1 , 8 1 , S 1 , 9 1 as in Ex, Ex. 
Let /;1(j1i1)=51(/1), f j ^ t J ^ c o ^ i O d ) , ¿ l i ^ t ^ S ^ : The derivation 
¿1(;1)=>.*i91(/1) holds, which implies that the derivation f/iJX is 
valid. Thus we obtain the derivations E[ and E[ from E
i
 and £ 1 ; respectively. 
• E(: ai r0[S,B, A0] =>th r, [Sri, /,,] r, [5r i, A,], 
fli/o^i-JS,,,//,], 
and for each v^S^ if rji(v1) = c\v0 for some cl£A1,v0d Sro, then t]1(v1) = c1?.(j(v0). 
For each l^l^k we take the quasi trees r,£PGi(Y,) which is defined by 




, Z,(s,) = co
Sl
(u,) if P,(s,) = z<,[SUl, <5,]. 
It can be seen that 
5;, = {S,/<|$,(S|> = co«,(«i), 
holds. Let us define the mappings >/,: S n — f j , : Sn-~A,Sri_t and 
A,: Sn — TGl(Y,) as follows: for each Sn let us consider its unique decomposition 
s, = s,f (, where s,£Sqi, ¿¡¡(s,) = ajSl(u,), t,£Stt:, 
Pi (si) = «,[$,„ <5/1, &(»,) = 2/,[5„„ 5,], y, (s,) = u,[SUl, 9,], 
(«i, Pi, fin h, <>i> S:, 9, as in .£/,£,) and a , ( j , )=b i s l i 1 f o r s o m e b,€A, and 
•^i-it Sqi-i- 1° this case rjt, and A, are defined by til(sitl)=5l(tl), rjt(s,i,)=^ 
= oSi i(5 t(/,)), A,(j(/,) = 9,(i,). The derivation S,(t,)^9,(t,) holds, which implies 
that the derivation / / ( ( V i l ^ A C ^ ' ; ) is. valid. Thus we obtain the derivations 
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E{ and E\ from ET and £,, respectively. 
E(: AI R , ¿ < - I ] =>•», RIIS,,, H] =>•«, 
£,': a, 0 - 1 = 4 , >'i[Sn , nil 
and for each v,£Sn if >ji(vi) = clv,-1 for some ct£A,, vt_x£Sn i , then t]t(s,) = 
= c,Xl_x(v,_x). 
For the sequence of root-to-frontier tree transducers 91!, ..., 2It we shall define 
the sets 1(1) and V„ (O^l^k) in the following way: 
1(0) = KK€G 0 UY 0 } , 
y0 = m ; 
= {(bi, M0, UiK,, <px], gx, WX, T1)\b1 u0 - Ml[SUl, (pjelaj, 
«16^0,(^1). <P1- SUl-AxSUo, 
wx = {(/„, h)\<Pi(h) = cxt0, CX£AX}, 
QX: SU1*WX, ei(h) = (to, h) if cpAh) = cj/0 , 
xx: Wx-~AxSUo; Tx((t0, tx)) = cxt0 if (px(tx) = cxt0}. 
It can be seen that for each t ^ S ^ , Ti(ei('i))> that is, <px = QiOzx holds 
We say that the element (bx, w0, «i[5Ul, cpx], Qx, WX, rx) of Ti l ) is generated by the 
production bxu0-»ux[Sul, <px]. 
Vi={(uo, ^(0), ax£ and the second component of ax is w0}. 
Let j be an index such that and assume that for each i (1 =i<j) the 
sets -•£(/) and Vt are defined, and that for each ai=(bi...b1, u0, M,[SU(, <pj, 
fVj, T;)(€ 2^,(0) (pi=Qi°~i holds. We shall define I (J) and Vj as follows: 
Z(j) = {(bj... bx, H0, Uj[SUj, <pj], Qj, Wj, zj)\ 
(fe,_i... bx, u0, uJ_x[SUj_1, (pj-x], Qj—X, Wj-X, 1)£Z(j-l), 
bj Uj_x =>£j Uj[S1^, £j] holds, where Uj£PGj(Yj), 
<py. SUJ - Aj Aj_ j... Ax {1, ..., v(«0)}; 
<PJ(TJ) = CJCJ_L...E1T0 i f SJ(TJ) = CJTJ_X a n d 
9j-i(tj~i = Cj_x...cxt0, 
Wj = {(/„, ..., O- i , tj)\Sj(tj) = cjtj-1. Gy-i(0-i) = Co, . . . , 0 - i ) ) U 
U {(i0, ..., t j-x)€Wj-x \ there are no tj in SUJ and CjZAj such that 
£j(tj) = Cjtj-x}{J 
ey. SUJ - Wj- Oj(tj) = (r0 , . . . , tj_x, tj) if 
r.j(tj) - cJtj_l and Qj-iCj-i) = ('0, 0-i)> 
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tj.: Wj~Aj...A1{\,...,viu„)}; 
tj\frJnwJ_1 = Tj-iliFjfiiKj., and 
if (t0,...,tJ.1,tj)£WJ and ej{tj) = cJtJ.1 
then Tj((t0, ..., tj_1, tj)) = CjTj.^to, ..., O- i ) ) } -
We say that the element ( ô y . . . è l 5 u0, Uj[SUJ,<pj], Qj, W j , Tj) o f E(J) is generated by 
the derivation b1Uj^x=>^ l ju ][Su , ej] and element 
( b j . 1 . . . b 1 , u 0 , U j . 1 [ S U j . l , ( P j - i ] , Q j - i , W j . 1 , Z j . 1 ) o f I G ' - 1 ) -
It can be seen that for each element (bJ...b1,u0,uJ[SUj,(pJ], Qj, W j , Ty) o f I (J), 
( p j = Q j o i j hold. 
Vj = {("o, •••> <*j-i, <7,-)l(«o> ox, •••, <tj-1 
has the form {bj_l...b1,UQ,uj_1[Sil. (pj-J, q}-i, ?j-i), o} has the 
form (bj...¿>!, w0, MjfS'^, cpj], Qj, W/, Tj) and <Jj is generated by the derivation 
b j u j - i ^ v j u j [ s u j > £ j ] and (Ty.J. 
We define mappings [Z ( D ? o ) ] ; -* I ( i ) for 0 ^ ¿ 0 k . Let s0£[Z(D_9o)]0, 
which means s0£Sq0. x 0 ( s 0 ) is defined by 
"o(so) = root (}>oOo)) = m0 if 
Vo(so) = "o(U - , V(M0))[{1, . . . , v(w0)}, 3 0 ] ( 3 0 : { 1 , . . . , v(w0)} - R C O ( 7 0 ) ) . 
Let JI€ [Z ( d „)]! , that is, Let us consider the decomposi t ion a 1 ( j J ) = 
= M o ( 1, . . . , 'v( W o ) ) [{ l , . . . , v(«0)}, 9 0 ] (U0ÇG0{JY0, 90: {1, V(u0)}-TCo(Y0)). 
Applying the procedure P to the subderivation (1) a i ( - 0 =^71(^1) o f DX and 
decomposit ion w0( 1, . . . , V(M0))[{1, . . . , V(K0)}, 9„] w e obtain derivations (2) and (3). 
(2) M o ( l , . . . , vOo))[{l, ..., v(w0)}, S 0 ] ^ « i [ 5 U l , «5J 
= y1(s1), where u^Pg^Yj), 
Si; SUI - A,TGo(Y0), 9,: SUl - TGl(YÙ, 
and for each 
vy 6 SUl, ¿i Oi) =><£, 9i fa) holds. 
(3) Z»iMo^si!"it5«!, where S ^ - i ^ l , ..., v(w0)} and for each v^S^ 
if (c1£A1, /„€{1, ..., v(w0)}), t h e n ¿ i ( v 1 ) = c 1 9 0 ( O -
. M s i ) = " i [ S U l , ¿1], M h ) = œS 0 ("i[5U l , 5 j ) 
for fi1, fix given in derivations EUE1. 
Let Xj(jj) be the element of 2(1) generated by the production £1 Wo^wJS^, c^]. 
Assume that x t is defined for every O S / ^ j — 1. Then the mapping 
is defined in the fol lowing w a y : for each ¿ / ( € [ Z ( D ) 9 o ) ] y = S 9 j ) , <Xj(Sj)=bJSj-1 for 
some bjtAj and Î M Ç ^ J J - ! . Thus <Xj(.Sj)=b'Jyj-.1(sj_i). X j - i U j - d has the 
form ( b j - 1 . . . b 1 , u 0 , U j _ 1 [ S U J _ l , q ) j _ 1 ] , Q j _ 1 , W j _ 1 , X j _ 1 ) e Z i B ( j - l ) - Let us consi-
der the decomposi t ion yj-1(.sj_i)=uj~i[suj_1, 9J_1] o f V j - i f ^ - i ) which is the 
same as in Ej_ 
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Applying the procedure P to the subderivation 
(1) a j ( s j ) ^ . y j ( s j ) of Dj and decomposition 1[5„j l , S ^ ] we obtain 
derivations (2) and (3). 
(2) bjUj_i[SUi l , Uj[SUj, Uj[SUj, 9j] = 7j(SJ), 
where 
UJIPOJIYJ), SJ: SUJ - AJT6j_x(YJ-J, 9/. SUJ - TGJ(YJ), 
and for every Vj£SUj the derivation Sjfv^^^&jivj) is valid. 
(3) bjUj^^jUjlS ,5j], w h e r e SUJ-^AjSUJ l a n d f o r e a c h vfiSUj if 
Sj(vj) = cjtj_1 (CjZAj, O - i ^ . J t hen ¿j(vj) = cJ9J_1(tj_i). 
Let Xj(sj) be the element of S(j) generated by derivation (3) and 
( e r O - D ) . 
We associate the configuration 
K(D, r0) = {rk[Srk-> •/'(D.ro)]' @(D,r0)> Z(D,r0)' ®(D,r0)) 
with the derivation sequence D and decomposition />o=/'o['S'1.0, A„]. 
Using the derivation sequences E[ and E\ we shall show the connection between 
the configurations K(DT ,o) and K(D ,O). 
(1) rk=qk[S9k, which was established in Ek, moreover we know that for 
each sk£Sqk,^k(sk)=a>Sk(u^, where 





















for some I ( l ^ j ^ l ^ k ) and 
X,(s,) = (bt... V u0, i<i[SUi, <pil, q„W„ T,) a n d (F0, , . . . , tj)£W,}. 
(3) For every sk£S,k let us consider its unique decomposition sk=sktk, where 
sk£Sqk,xk(sk) has the form 
xk(sk) = (bk... bx, u0, uk[SUk, <pk], Qk,Wk, zk), 
£k(Sk) = (oSk(uk) a n d tk£SUk. 
If 6(D,qo)(sk) = (s0,h, -,sk) a n d gk(tk) = (t0,t1,...,tk) t hen 
r0) Ok) — (S0 f0' S1 fl> •••> Sk h)-
(4) Let be arbitrary, and consider its unique decomposition sk=sttk, 
where sk£Squ, xk(sk) has the form 
**(sfc) = (bk...b1,u0, uk[SUk, <pk], Qk, Wk, zk), Zk(sk) = coSk(uk) 
a n d tk<zSUk. T h e n if (pk(tk = ck...c1t0 a n d 
f(D,qo)(.h) = "o(L> •••> V ( M 0 ) ) [ { 1 , . . . , V ( M 0 ) } , 3 0 ] 
(u0eG0U Y0, V {1,..., v(«0)} - TCo(Y0)), then 
^(D,r„)(S(t tk) = Ck ••• Ci 90(t0). 
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(5) From the definition of Z(D>ro) it follows that for every (s0, s l5 ..., Sy)£Z(0 ,o) 
there is a vector (s0,slt ..., s^Z{Dqa) for some / ( £ / ) such that 
(si) = (b,... bly m 0 , ut[SUl, <pt], Qi, Wt, t(), 
and 
So = S0t0, Sx = Sxtx, ..., Sj = Sj tj 
hold for some (/„, t±,..., tj)£W 
If *i{(to,.ti, •••,tj))=cj...c1tQ and 
Q(D,ia){(so, slt ..., s,)) = bl... M o ( l , • • • , V(m0))[{1, • • • , v ( w 0 ) } , 3 0 ] 
for some t/0£G0U Y0 and 90: {1, ..., v(M0)}-rGo(yo), then 
"(D,r0)((5Oi sl> •••» Sy)) = Cj ... Ci90('<>)• 
3. ¿-synchronized ^-transducers 
In this chapter we shall introduce the notion of a ¿-synchronized ^-transducer 
and prove that the relations induced by this type of transducers are exactly those 
relations which can be obtained by compositions of k relations induced by root-to-
frontier tree transducers. 
Definition 3.1. A ¿-synchronized /^-transducer is a system 
33 = (G 0 , GI, . . . , GK, Y0, YLT ..., YK, AI5..., AK, AX, ..., AK, V), 
where 
(1) 
(2) G0, GI, ..., GK are operator domains, 
(3) Alt ...,Ak are state sets, for / = 1, ..., k, 
AI...AINTGO(Y0) = Q, a n d AK... A,C) T0K(YK) = 0. 
(4) A^QAJ,, ..., A'KQAK are the sets of initial states, (5) XJJ is a finite set of productions, which is a disjoint union 
r B = Z8(0)UI iB(l)U...UrSB(fc), 
V=V0UV1U...UVk, where F0=r f f l(0), and for z = l , ...,k, 
F j g r > t ( 0 ) x r a ( l ) x . . . x £ „ ( / ) and [FL=I S ( / ) . 
r n 0) = {«0|w0€G0U Yq) a n d the members Cy of the production sets 
( j 'S 1) have the form: 
a, = (bj... V u0, Uj[SUj, tpj], Qj, WJ, ty), w h e r e 
b£Ai for i = l , . . . , j , ¡i0GG0Uy0, 
u,ZPgj(Yj), <Pj• SUJ - AJ.-.ARIU v(«0)}, 
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. Wj is a finite subset of (jV*)2U...U(N*)J+1 , where (N*)l=N* and for 
each / S i , ( N * y + 1 = (N*)'XN*. 
e,: SUj -»- Wj, ty. Wj^(Aj...AtA1U...UAtAlUA1)[fVj]0j 
and the following requirements are satisfied: 
a) 7 = 1 
0 Wx= {(/„, 0)l'i€SUl, (pAh) = Ci<o for some c^Aj, 
ii) for every t^SUl if <pi(tl) = c1t0 then e i ( i j )=( 'o . '0 , 
iii) (p1 = e1or1, 
iv) J^ = {(m0, ffOlwoÇGoUlo» a n d the second component of ^ ( Ç ^ O ) ) 
is t/0}. 
b ) y > l if (w0, (Ti, ..., ffj-!, <Jj)£Vj and (Tj-! has the form (bj-i...b1, u0, 
U j - d S u j - ^ V j - i b Q j - i ' W j - i ' i j - i ) then (u0, a1 , ..., and there is a mapping e,-: Su.-<- Aj[Wj-1]J-1 such that i)—iv) hold: 
0 Wj = {(/„, .... O-i' tj)\ej('j) = cjtj-u CjdAj, tjtS,,., tj.^S,,.^, 
Qj-i(tj-i) = C o , - , t j - i , 0 ) } U 
U{(i„, ...,f,)6W5-i|l ^ l ^ j - 2 } U 
U{(?0, ..., tj-JZWj-jl there are no tj£SUj and CjÇAj 
such that Sj (tj) = c} tj _ J . 
ii) F o r 
x j , Tj\yyJr\tyJ.l = r j-i\w Jnw J_ l and 
if (t0,...,tj-i,tj)£Wj, ej(tj) = cjtj^, (cjdAj, O - i € [ » 0 - i ] j - i ) a n d 
*j-i((to, •••> tj-i)) = Cj-!... c ^ o then t j((t0, ..., O - i , tj)) = cj...cxta. 
iii) For each tj£SUj if 
Sj(tj) = C j t j ^ C j d A j , and 
ey-i(O-i) = ('o, tj-i) then Qj(tJ) = (t0,...,tj.l,tj). 
¡y) Çj = QjOTj. 
( O n e c a n see t h a t f o r each tj£SUj, sJ(tJ) = cJtJ_1 (cj£Aj, tJ_1£SUj_) iff 
8j(tj)=(t0, . . . , 0 - n t j ) a n d Tj((t0, ..., O - i * tj))=cj...c1t0.) 
In the rest of the paper we shall denote the arity function of G0 by v. 
Definition 3.2. Let S be a ^-synchronized J?-transducer as in Definition 3.1. 
A configuration of © is a system (gt-S1,, \j/], 0, Z, £2), where qÇ.PGk(Yd, 
•*Ak...A1rGo(Y0), 0: Sq-*Z; f o r each sk£Sq, 0(sk)=(so, ..., sk_lt sk) f o r s o m e 
Z is a' finite subset of (N*f U.. . U (N*)kU(N*)k+1 such that the following two 
conditions hold: 
i) for j=0,...,k and arbitrary sJt Sj€[Z]; if Sj=SjSj, then Sj=Sj and 
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ii) for each sk£Sq ©(J^) is the only element of Z which has the form (J0, ..., 
..., jjt) for some s0, ..., sk_i£N*. 
Q: Z—(AkAk_l...A1UAk_1...A1U...UAi)TGo(Y0) is a mapping such that tp = 
= 0oQ holds, that is, the diagram in Figure 3 is commutative. 
r . . A 1 U A k . r . . A 1 U . . . U A 1 ) T G ( Y q ) 
tigure 3 
A configuration (gfS, , ij/], 0, Z, i2) is said to be a starting configuration, if q 
is the quasi tree e£N* (empty word) and ip(e)£A'k... A^TGo(Y0), moreover 
Z={(e,...,e)}. 
k times 
Definition 3.3. Let Kx= VI Z\ Q1) and K2=(q2[Sqt, V], 
Z2, Q2) be configurations of a ¿-synchronized ^-transducer S=((7 0 , Gx, ..., Gk, 
y0, Ylf ..., Yk, Alt ..., Ak, A[, ..., A'k, V). It is said that there is a transition 
from Kx to Ko in 93 which is denoted by if there are mappings y.j: [Z1],— 
- 1 , 0 * ) f ° r 7 = 0 , 1, ..., k such that the following requirements hold: 
(1) For each (s0, Sl, ..., s^Z1 (l^jrsk) if 
^ ( ( S , , , s l s ..., I J ) ) = bj...b1 M 0 ( 1 , . . . , V ( M 0 ) ) [ { 1 , . . . , V(H0)}, &0] for some 
u0£G0\JY0,bj...b1£Aj...A1 and {1, ..., V ( M 0 ) } - TGo(Y0) then 
*oOo) = "o> X;(s,) = (bi... blt u0, Ui[Su., (Pi], Qi, Wi, T;) 
for some uh Qi} Wt and r, ( /=1, 2, . ,.,j), and (x0(i0), ^ ( j j ) , . . . , tCj(sj))€ Vj. 
(2) q2=q1[Sqi, £] for the mapping Sqi~TGk(YkUN*) which is defined by 
the following , formula: for every 
sk£Sqi, £(sk) = coSk(uk) if xk(sk) = (bk . . . bx, m0, wJ5Ulc, cpk], Qk,Wk, zk). 
(3) Z2={(s0t0, s ^ , . . „ J ^ Z 1 for some /, (l^j^l^k) and 
Xi(.s,)= (bl...b1, u0, ut[SUl, <PJ, Qt, Wu T,) and (I0, tl7 ..., tj)e W,}. 
(4) For each sk=Sqi consider its unique decomposition sk—sktk, where 
sk€Sqi, xk(sj has the form xk(sk) = (bk...b1, u0, uk[SUk, p j , gk, Wk, zk), 
£ * 0 * ) a n d tk£SUk. If 0 1 ( i t ) = ( i o , i - 1 , ...,sk) and Qk(tk)= 
=(/„, tlt O then ^ ( S ^ K V O . - M I . 
(5) Let SkaSq: be arbitrary and consider its unique decomposition sk=sktk, 
where sk£Sqx, xk(sk) has the form xk(sk)= (bk ...bx, u0, uk[SUt, <pk], qk, Wk> 
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T t) , Çk(Sk)=oSk(itk) a n d tk£SUk. I f (pk(tk)=ck...Clt0 a n d 
r ( * k ) = «o(l, v(«0))[{l. »., v(«o)}, U 
(u0£G0UY0, 90: {1, ..., v(«0)} - rCo(F„)), 
then \j/2(s^)=ck...c190(t0). 
(6) For every (s„, s u ..., Sj)€Z2 there is a vector ( i , , ^ , . . . . i ^ Z 1 for 
some / (1 ̂ j^l^k) such that y.l(sl) = (bl...bl, "0, « i f ^ , <p,], q,, WU t ( ) , 
and S0=S0I0I S^SXTI, ...,Sj=SJTJ hold for some (70, f,, ..., WX. 
If' ...,tj)) = cJ...c1t0 and 
fi1^«'5!' •••>«/)) = v(«o))[{l, ...,V(H0)}, 90] 
for some w0€G0U y0 and 90: {1, ..., v(«0)}—TGo(Y0) then 
Î22((s0, s l5 ..., Sj)) = Cj... Ci 90(t0). 
Notice, that given configuration Kx and mappings yH, for ¿=0, ..., k satisfying con-
dition (1), uniquely determine configuration K2. 
The reflexive and transitive closure of relation between configurations is 
denoted by =>•£. 
Definition 3.4. Take a /¿-synchronized ^-transducer 
© = (G0, Gi, ..., Gk, y05 •'••> Yk, Ai, ..., Ak, Alf..., Ak,E#, V). 
Then the relation 
T 9={(F,q)\pZTGa(YJ,qZTGk(YJ, 
K> = (e[{e}, bp], 0°, Z°, £29) =>l (q, 0,0, 0) 
for some starting configuration AT0} 
is called the transformation induced by S . 
Configurations of the form (q, 0, 0, 0), where q£TGk(Yk), are said to be final. 
Theorem 3.5. Let 'iii={Gi l , Yt^, At, Gif Ff, A't, Z&) ( /=1, ..., k, k^2) be 
/{-transducers. Then there is a ¿-synchronized R-transducer S such that 
Ts,=T9,io...oTai|t. 
Proof: We construct a ¿-synchronized /^-transducer S as follows : 
© = (G0, Gx, ..., Gk, Yq, Y1, ..., Yk, A±, ..., Ak, A[,..., A'krZ9, V), 
where r f f l(0)= 1(0), ..., ZB(k)= E(k) for the sets Z(i), which are defined in the 
previous chapter. V= V0UVtU ... UVk, where the sets V0, Vt, . . . , Vk are defined in 
the previous chapter. We may assume without loss of generality that 
A . . . A n r C l t ( r * ) = 0 and that, for i=l,...,k, ^ i . . . / i i n r G o ( y o ) = 0 . Thus © sa-
tisfies requirement (3) of Definition 3.1. 
First we shall prove the inclusion 
T a i l o . . . o T 9 I f c g r a . 
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Assume that (p0, A)€"i,a1oTajo...oTafc. Then there are initial states 
ax£A[, ...,ak£A'k a n d the re is a der iva t ion sequence D: aip0=>^pi, aiPi=*%2Pi, ••• 
akPk-i=>*kPk, where p£T C i (Y^ for /=0, ...,'Ar. 
Take an arbitrary decomposition p0 = q0iSqo,y0] of the tree p0, where 
q^P r ,a(Yo) and y0: S^—TCtl(Y0). We have constructed a configuration 
9o) = ' ^(D, ,„)]> 0 ( D , q0) > 90) ' ?o)) 
for £> and <70 in Chapter 2. 
One can see that is a configuration of the ¿-synchronized transducer S . 
Let r0=q0[Sqo, c0] for the mapping £„: Sqa-~TGo(Y0UN*) which is defined by 
£0(j0)=coso(i/0(l, ..., v0/o))) for each s0£Sqo, where 
7o(so) = "o(U v(u 0 ) ) [ { l , . . . , v(u0)}, 30], 
(«„€C?0Uy0 , {1, . . . . v(w0)} - TCo(Y0j). 
KiD.r0) is again a configuration of 
It follows from the definition of the relation that 
K(D,qo) = ^(D,r0) or K(Dt 9oj =>3 K(Bt ro) 
holds. 
Let p°,p1 , ..., p'£Pc,0(Yc) be quasi trees for l=!t(p) + l such that for every / 
(0 = ' = /), Po = P'[SP<, y'l (y1: Spi - r G o ( r 0 ) ) , 
where 
i) p°=e, y°(e)=p0, a n d 
i i) /7 i + 1=p i[5p i , i i + 1 ] for the mapping <f+1: S p i - r C o (y 0 UW*) such that 
for every Sp< 
£ I + 1 ( S I ) = FTJsi(K0(l, . . . , V ( M 0 ) ) ) , 
where 
y'(s'") = «„(I,. . . , v(«0))[{l, ..., v(«0)}, 90] 
for some i/0£G0U 70 and 90: {1, ..., v(w?)}—Ic?(y0). In this case every 
Spi+i has a unique decomposition si+1=s't', 
S'€Spi, y'(s') = «0(1, v(w0))[{l,..., V ( M 0 ) } , 9 0 ] 
for some 
u 0 €G 0 Ur 0 ,9 0 : {1, ..., v(w0)} - T G i ( Y 0 ) and t'e {1, ..., v(w0)}. 
Then y i + 1(i i + 1)=9o(/ i)-
We know that K(D_pi)=K(D>pi+i) or K ( D t ^ ^ K ^ p i + i ) holds for /=0 , ...,/—1. 
It has remained to prove that KiDt p0) is a starting configuration and K(D pn is a final 
configuration of S . The first part of the statement trivially holds. Since p —p0 and 
Pot TGa(70), Sp 1 must be the empty set, thus K(D_pn=(pk, 0, 0,0). We have proved 
that (p0,pk)£T<B-
We shall prove the reverse inclusion: 
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Let Ko^-qK^q...be a sequence of transitions in 93, where n ^ l , K0= 
= (e[{e}, ip°], 0°, Z°, Q°) is a starting configuration and i//'], Z\ Q') 
for 1=1, ..., n. Assume that ip°(e)=ak...a1p. Let p°,pl, . . . , p 'be the sequence of 
quasi trees constructed in the first part of the proof, where p'=p. It can be seen that 
nSl. Then there is a derivation sequence D=Dla ...,Dk, 
Di- W ^ p A S ^ IJJ, (pxtPGW,*!!-- S n - A V ) . 
D2: a2 Pl =•*„ p2 [S P 2 , >]2], (p2iPr„(Yz), 12 Sn,, - A2 Spi), 
Dk- akPk-i Pk[SPk, 1k],(pk€Pc,SYk)> r,k: SPk- AkSPk_y 
such that the following equalities hold: 
i) Pk = 1", 
ii) D,P") = 
iii) 7" — 7 — (D, p") ! 
iv) = < W > ' 
v ) P" ~ ^-i".p")- ' ' •. 
where the sets Z^D pn), 0(D pn) and the mappings 
>I'(d, p") : SPk - (Ak ...A2A1U...\JA2A1UA1)Spn, 
®(D,pny Z{D,p") - ( A :.. A2A,U... UA^UAJrgCy") 
are defined as follows: 
(1) ZiDtPn)={(s0,s1,.:.,Sj)\s0£Sp«,s1£SPL,::.,Sj£SPj, 1 = j = k, 
and ( j = k or (j<k and there are no and 
bj+1eAJ+1 such that ijj+1(Sj+1) = bj+1Sj)) and = 
= bisi_1 (biZAt) f o r / = 1 , . . . J } . 
(2) F o r every ( j „ j I , . . . , i J - ) 6 Z ( 1 ) i P , ) (1 ^j^k), Q(DtPn((s0, su ..., Sj)) = 
= bJ...b1y"(sn) iff f!i(si) = bisi-1(bieAi) f o r / = 1 , .. . . ./ . 
(3) For every sk£Sqn, 6>(D,pn)(^) = Oo, •••, sk) iff 
/j,(s ;) = b i S i - i i b i t A i ) f o r i = l,...,k. 
( 4 ) ' •/'(D.p") = 0 ( D , p " ) o i 2 ( D , p " ) - . 
We proceed by induction on n. Let «=1 . In this case />1 = w0(l;, ..., v(w0)), 
Uq=root (p). From the definition of the transition in © it follows that there are map-
pings x,: {e} — .(/=0, 1, ..., k) such that x0(e)=u0, 
= («i> "o, uASul, <Pi], Qi, Wi, ti), 
and so on, 
*k(?) = K ••• «1,Mo:, »k[S„t» <Pk\, Qk,Wk,T*), 
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and (x0(é), xx(e), ..., xk(é))£Vk, and configuration K0 and mappings xt (/ = 0, ..., k) 
determine the configuration AT,. 
According to the construction of the transducer © and the definition of the 
transition in S , there is a derivation sequence D=Dx, Dk, 
Dy. fliKoO, v(w0))=>-a, t*i[SUl, (Pi], 
A : « ¡ " ¡ - i = 4 , «;[£„.>'/.•] 
for some 
1i: ~~ SUi_t, (i = 2, ..., k) 
such that the following equalities hold: 
i) I
I £ 
ii) r , 
* " / z l = wk = Z - -
iv) &1 = 8k --= ®(D,pl)-
V) ai = xk = = ^(D.pl)-
The proof of the basic step is complete. 
Assume that the statement is true for n — 1. It means that there is a derivation 
sequence 
A ; ai/>"-1^i1 JPi[sp l , r,i] (p^Pg^Yi), m- spi -
Z>2: a 2 p x p 2 [ S „ „ t/2] {p2£PG2(Y2), r\t: SP2- A2SP^, 
Pk[SPk, ifc] (pk£PGk(Yk), t,k: SPk - AkSPkJ 
such that the following equalities hold: 
i) Pk = q n ~\ 
ii) •/W"-») = 
iii) Zn~x = Z ^ - ^ , 
iv) 0 " - i = 0 ( D > P » - . , , 
v) or-1 = a i D i f - i y 
Because of the transition AT„_1=>-9,Ar„ there are mappings [Z"""1],—rs(/) 
(/'=0, ...,&) which satisfy condition (1) in Definition 3.3. 
Take the sequence r0, ..., rk of quasi trees given as follows: 
r0 = p", for i = 2, ..., k let fi — Pi[SPii £,*]» 
where £f: SPi-*rCi(yjLW*) such that for every s£S„., ei(s) = (os(ui) holds, where 
«j[SM), <Pj] is the third component of 
ki(s) = (bi :.. b , , uQ, <p,] Qi, W t, T,.). 
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Let Sr i^-AiSr i l (/'€ {1, ..., A;}) be the mapping satisfying the following requi-
rements: we know that for each Srt there is a unique decomposition ¿—¿¡i, 
of s^ where s£SPi, (/>;... ¿>1, u0, «¡[5,,., q>i\, Qt, fVh t ; ) and /¡6S„t. 
If Bt0d=0o. • - ' « - i . 0 (Co, 4)6 and -T,((r0, . . . , i | - i , 0 ) = 
=c i . . .c1 i0 for some c ^ ^ , ..., and »/¡(•ri)=Mi--i f° r s o m e •si-i€'S'Pi_1 
then ^i(siti)=clsi-1ti.1. We obtain that for /=1 , ..., Et: as^^r^S^, 
holds. 
From the definition of the transition in S and from the definitions of rk, 
z(E,pn), @(E,p»), Q(e, p»), "A(E, p") it follows that 
i) rk = l", 
ii) >A(£,p») = 
iii) •Z" = Z(E_ pi), 
iv) 
V) Q" = {2(£pny 
Assume that ( p , q ) € T h e n there are configurations K0, ..., K„ ( « S i ) such 
that K0 is a starting configuration, K0= (e[{e}, \J/°], 0°, Z°, Q°) where \j/°(e)= 
=alt...a1/> for some ak£A'k, ..., ax£Ai, Kn is a final configuration, K„=(q, 0,0, 0), 
moreover, /sf1_1=>SJ.K; holds for / = 1, ..., n. 
According to the above proposition there is a derivation sequence 
D=D1,...,DK, 
£>i - nMp^PoSY^ m: Spi - A.S^, 
^2 : Sp3 ^2 Spj), 
A: «TPT-I ^ P J ^ , T]K: SPK - A ^ . , ) 
such that the following equalities hold: 
i) Pk = 
") « /W") = V = 0, 
iii) Z" = Z(D,pn(, 
iv) 0 " = 0(Dfi>n), 
v) Q n = Q(D,pny 
Thus Z ( D p n ) = 0 , 0 ( f l p n )=0, i2(DjPn)=0. According to the definition of Z(DTPN), 
S pI=[Z(D i ( ,4 for i = l, ..., Thus p£TGi(YÙ for i=\,...,k. One can see that 
aiPn[Spr>, y"]^nxPi holds. Thus (/>"[SP„, yn], The proof of 
the theorem is complete. 
Theorem 3.6. Let S = ( G 0 , GLT ..., GK, Y0, YLT ...,YK, Alf ..., AK, A[, ..., A'K, 
¿•¡B, V) be. a ¿-synchronized /{-transducer. Then there are ^-transducers 5l l 5 . . . , 
such that t s = Taiio...oT9I|t. 
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Proof. The production sets Z s ( / ) for / = 1, ...,k—1 are considered to be operator 
domains with arity function v': Xa(/) —{0, 1, 2, ...} as follows: for 1 ^ /^ /c— 1, 
a = (bi...b1, i/0, Ui[Sa,, <?>,], Qi,Wi, 
let v'(ff)= | Sa.|, where | S J denotes the cardinality of the set SUt. 
Remember, the arity function of the operator domain G0 is denoted by v. 
Convention: Let SQN*. If 5 ^ 0 , then S-S denote the identity 
function. If S = 0 then S—S denote the empty function. 
For every j (l^j^k) if S ^ 0 then S - { 1 , ..., |S |} denotes the function 
whose value on S is the ordinal number of s in S with respect to the lexicographic 
ordering. If S = 0 then S—S denotes the empty function. Thus always 
denotes a bijective function which is determined by its domain. 
Take the /^-transducer 
STi = (G0 , 7 0 , A , I 8 ( l ) , 0, < ) , 
Where 
2«, = (Mo - •••> v 1 ^ ) ) « ! , vHffi)}, M 
ffi has the form (b1, w0, <pj, qu JV1, T1)€2's,(1), 
(cr0, (bu i/Q, uASUl, <pj, Si, W±, t^V Vx and the mapping 
Px: {1, ..., v 1 ^)}—A 1 {1 , ..., r(o-0)} is defined as follows: 
Let £„: {1, . . . ,v(»n)}^{l, ...,v(Mo)}, . . . , |5a i |}. 
For each t&S^, A(£iOi))=ci£o(>o) iff g1(/1)=(/0,>i) and ^ ( f t , , / , ) )= 
=C l? 0 . (Thus for each t^S^, iff <Pi(̂ i) = c1/0 .)} 
F o r j=2, ...,k—\ cons ide r the /^ - t ransducer 21,-= 1), 0, As, Zm(J), 0, 
, /ij), where the production set is defined as follows: 
ZVj = { I b j O j - V J ' ( < 7 ; ) ) [ { 1 , . . . , W(<R,.)}, P j ] I 
There is an element (<r0, ..., Oj-i, <7j)6 K such that Oj^ has the form 
(bj-i.-.bi, u0, J , H^j-i, Ty-x), 
ffj h a s t h e f o r m (bj...bL, u0, iij[SUJ, (pj], Qj, WJ, t ; ) . 
" There is a mapping ey: S U j ^Aj[Wj_ l ] j _ 1 such that conditions i)—iv) in 
part (5).b of Definition 3.1 hold. 
The mapping /?,-: {1, ..., vJ(aj)}-<-Aj {1, ..., v J _ 1 (a J_ 1 )} is defined as follows: 
Let ^ - { 1 , SUj-{l,...,\SUJ\}. F o r every tj£SUj, 
i f f 0 y (O )=( / o . . O - i ' O ) a n d 
(Thus for every ' , - i € iff 
Take the/?-transducer = (Zs(k — 1), 0, y t , Zmk, A'k) where the production 
set Z^k is defined as follows: 
£sfc = {ak^k-i-*uk[SUk, pk]\ 
There is an element (<r0, ..., ak^j, V such that has the form 
(¿>*-i- A> wo, uk-ASUk-v •Pfc-i], T*-i), 
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<rk has the form u0, uk[SUk, <pk], gk, Wk,zk). There is a mapping 
£k: SUk^Ak[Wk_1]k_ l such that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of Definition 
3.3 hold. The mapping pk: SUk—Ak{ 1, ..., v ^ C t - i ) } is defined as follows: 
Let SUk_~{l,...,\SUkJ}, Çk: SUk^SUk. For every tk£SUk, 
Pk(.tk) = ckÇk_xOfc-j) iff QkOk) = Oo, h-i, Q and Tk((i0, ..., tk_lt tk)) = 
= ck...c1t0. (Thus for every tkeS„k, Pk(tk) = ckÇk_1(tk_i)(ckeAk, t ^ t S ^ ) 
iff e*('*) = c * i * - i . ) } 
We may assume without loss of generality that for 
z = 2, . . . , f c - l ^ j n r l 8 ( i . 1 ) ( 0 ) = 0, 4 - n r w ( 0 ) = 0 
and that ^ i n r Z s ( O ) ( 0 ) = 0, AKfl r I s B ( t_1 )(0)=0. 
Thus ..., satisfy requirement (2) of Definition 1.10. 
We shall prove that T<B=TSHIO...OT9,I[. Let (£ be the ¿-synchronized i?-trans-
ducer that can be obtained from 2Ii, ..., by the construction of Theorem 3.5. 
In this case 
G = (Go, Z « ( l ) , . . . , ZB(k-1), Gk, Y0, ft^JJ, Yk, ALT..., AK, A{, ..., A'k, V). 
k—1 times 
We may assume without loss of generality that for / = 1, ..., k, Ai...Air\TGo(Y^)=@ 
and that Ak...A1f)TGk{Yk)=0. Thus G satisfies the requirements of Definition 3.1. 
By Theorem 3.5, Te=ta, ioTa2o...oTa,k, so it is sufficient to prove that =r ( £ . 
In order to prove this equality we shall introduce bijective mappings y} : — 
for j=0, ..., ¿—1 and a surjective mapping yk: I^k)-»Zçik), and we shall show 
that for j=0, ..., k the mappings y0, ..., yj satisfy assumption (1) and that for 
j—0, ..., k the mapping y} satisfies assumption (2). 
(1) There are two cases. _ 
Case 1. OSy'Sfc—1. In this case if (<r0, ..., <X/)€F} then (y0(a0X 7j(o"y))€ F,-, 
and if ( i 0 , ..., ffj)€Vj then (yôHâ^, y / 1 (<?/))£ Vy 
Case_ 2. j=k. In thjs case if (<70, ..., ak)£ Vk then ("/oOo), •••,yk(vk))£Vk> 
and if ((T0,..., fffc-i, ff/i)€ Vk then there is a unique ok£. such that yk{a^ — ok 
and (vo - 1^)- - , y*-1i(fft-i), <tk)£ Vk-
(2) There are three cases. 
Case 1. j=0. In this case Za(0)= £<b(0) and y0 is the identity function. 
Case 2. Let (aQ,..., Vj and c0=w0 . Assume that u, (1 = / = / ) 
has the form (£, . . . i i , u0, ut[SUl, <P,], q„ WU T,). Let £0: {1,..., V ( M 0 ) } = [ W ^ ] 0 -
-{l , . . . ,v(w0)}, Ç,: 5 U l = [ f f J . ] , - { l , . . . , | 5 J } for 1 = 1 , . . . J . Then yy(c7;) has the 
form yj(cJ)=(bJ...b1, Mo,ff/(l, ...,v>(oj))[{l, ...,VJ(OJ)},(pj], QJ, Wj,Zj), and the 
following hold: 
0 [Wj]0 = [Wj]0 and for i = 1 7 - 1 , [Wj]t = {1,..., \\Wj],\} = {1, ..., \SUt\) = 
= rg(fi). 
ii) (/„, h,..., tt)iWj iff (£0(/0), Uh),.... ^QtieWj (1 S I =j) 
(toZN^hZN*,...,^*). 
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iii) For every 
tj£SUj, q> j (tj) = cj...c1t0 iff (Pj{£j(tj)) = Cj ... Ci^Oo), 
(to€Su0> CxC^i, CjZAj). 
iv) For each 
*j£SUJ, QjOj) = (/o, H, .... t j ) iff e&M = (£0(/0), 4(0, ..., ̂ (/,))• 
v) For every 
Co, O (1 ^ / ^ j ) , Tj((t0, i l 5 . . . , i,)) - c , . . . cxi0 iff 
i/((fo('a)> 4 ( 0 , 4('i))) = c,... c^oi/o), 
(I 0€{l , . . . , V ( M 0 ) } , c^Ai, ...,c,eAi). 
Case 3. j=k. Let (<x0, er l5..., trt)6 Vk and cr0=u0. 
Assume that a l (1 ̂ l ^ k ) has the form 
( b , . • • , "o , ut[£„,, cpt], Q„Wt, r , ) . 
Let 
to'- {1, v(m0)} = [Wk]0 - {1,..., v(w0)}, 
£«: S„, = P n W l , - , | S J } for I = 1, ..., fc-1, SUk = [Wk]k - SUk. 
Then yk(ok) has the form yk(crk) = (bk...b1, u0, uk[SUk, (pk], Qk, Wk, fk) and the 
following hold: 
i) [Wk]0 = [Wk]„, for i = 1,..., fc-1, [Wk]( = {1,..., [Wkl} = {1, ..., ISUl\} = rg (4) 
and [Wk]k = [Wk]k = SUk = rg (4) . 
ii) (i0, tx,..., t,)£Wk iff (4(O, 4(0, ..., 4(0)^* 
iii) For every 
hiSUk, cpk(tk) = ck...c1t0 iff <pk(4(tk)) = ck...c1£o(/0), 
( 'oeSuo.CieA, ...,ck£Ak). 
iv) For each 
tkesUk, 6k(tk) = (t0, ..., tk) iff e,(4(0) = (4(0, 4(0,' 4(0). 
v) For every 
i.t0,h,...,t^Wk (l^l^k),Tk((t0,t1,...,tl)) = cl...c1t0 iff 
i*((£o(0, £i('i)> 4 ( 0 ) ) = c,... Mo, 
( /06 { 1 , . . v ( M 0 ) } , Ax,..., A,). 
We shall define mappings >>_,•: E^U) ^aU) according to the construction of 
and 91,-
/ 
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Let 7 = 0 . Since r(E(0) = ^ (O) , let y0 be the identity mapping. 
Let 7=1. In this case 
£« (1 ) = "o, <Ti(i , . . . , v H O M O , v^ffi)}, <Pil e i , W l t f i ) | 
i) («o, V such that ax has the form (bx, u0, t/i[5'„l, <jjJ, glt Wlt Zj). 
ii) y0(Mo) = Mo> the production 
M o - ffi(i, vH-T^Ki,..., vHo-i)}, 
where the mapping {1,... ,v1(a1)}—A1 {1,..., v(w0)} is defined as follows: 
Let 
SO.: { 1 , V ( « „ ) } - { I , . . . , V ( M 0 ) } , ^ - { 1 , . . . , \SUl\}. 
For each 
h £ s u i , &(&(*,)) = o(/o) iff Qdh) = (to, h) and ^((to, O) = Cxi0. 
(Thus for each ft (&(/,))=Ci£0('o) iff Pi( 'i)=Ci'o-) 
iii) (p1 = p i , 
iv) ex.: {1, • ; V 1 ( < j J } - W 1 ; 
for every 
4(ix)€{l, . . . . v 1 ^ )} , if h { U h ) ) = c i U h ) (cxi^x, i0€{l, ..;V(u0)}) then 
¿ i ( 4 ( i i ) ) = ( £ o ( i o ) , 
v) fx: 
for every 
(4>('o),4('i))€iFi, if j8x(4(0) = C x 4 ( 0 (c i^ i , io€{l , . . . ,v(«o)}) then 
ii((io('o). £i(h))) = Cx4(io)-} 
It can be seen that 
Vx = {(y0(cr0), ffx)[o-0 = wo€l®(0), ffxE^il)) has the form 
(bx, u0, <Tx(l, ..., vHo-x^Kl,..., vHo-i)}, Vi], ei, fx) 
and <7x is generated by the production 
M o - <7x(l, ..., vK<7i))[{l,..., vHO}, 
We define y^. I a , ( l ) -^r ( E( l ) as follows: 
Let ff1=(b1,u0,u1[SUl,<p{[,Q1,lV1,z1)£liS(l), then by the construction of 
Six and (£ there is a unique production ¿^«„ - -^ ( l , . . . , V1(OTX))[{1, . . . , V 1 ^ ) } , 
which generates a unique o^-EeO)- We define •y1(<T1) to be One can see by the 
definition of that is onto, hence is bijective. 
It is routine work to check according to the construction of Six and r c ( l ) that 
y 0 , s a t i s f y condition (1) and that yy satisfies condition (2). 
Let j be an index between 2 and k—1. We can assume that ^(O) , r f f ( l ) , . . . 
..., Ea(j—1) and y0,... ,7y_x are defined such that y0,..., yj-i satisfy condition (1) 
and that y}_x satisfies condition (2). 
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We know that E a(J) is the set 
2 E O ) = {(bj - h, u0, Oji 1 , . . . , V ; ( < 7 , . ) ) [ { 1 , vJ((Jj)}, CPjl QJ, Wj, T,.) | 
i) There is an element (cr0,..., <Jj_i, V such that er0=«0, Gj-i has the 
form 
( b j _ ! ... ft, W„, « y - i t ^ . , , <Pj-lh Qj-1, W j - l , 
oj has the form (¿>;---ft, uQ, UJ[SUJ, Qj, WJ, t ; ) . There is a mapping 
Sji Saj-»Aj[fVj_1]J_1 such that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of De-
finition 3.1 hold. 
- I I ) Y , - I ( < 0 - I ) = ( f c Y _ I . . . ft, u0, < 7 Y _ ! ( 1 , . . . , V - ' - 1 ( < T / _ 1 ) ) [ { 1 , . . . , v J _ 1 ( O - > - i ) } , <Py-J, 
e j ^ W j ^ r j . ^ I ^ Q - l ) 
and the production 6y(7J_1-<-<Ti(l,..., vJ(co))[{l, ..., vJ(o7)}, ft] is in where 
the mapping 
ft: {1,..., vJ(ffj)} - ^ { 1 , . . . , v-'-1(ffJ_1)} 
is defined as follows: 
Let ^ - { 1 , I S ^ J } , ^ - { 1 , . . . , For every 
i f f ••• .O-i 'O) a n d 
tj((t0,..., tj/J))=cJ....c1/0. (Thus for each 0€SUJ, ft(£y(0))=c/£/-i('/-i) 
iff ej(,tj) = cjt j_!•) 
iii) - {(*„,.. . . ^ - i Cy-i), i / O ) ) 1 ^ ( ^ ( 0 ) ) = 0 ^ - 1 ( 0 - 1 ) . 
= (?„,. . . . 0 - 2 , £ , - i ( 0 - i ) ) } U 
U{(?0, there are no ij in {1,..., 1^(07)} and 
CjtAj such that ft(o) = CjO-i}U 
iv) Qji {1,..., v^Cy)}-»^- satisfies the following requirement: for every 
tjiSUj if P j ^ j ( t j ) ) = cj^.1(tj-i) and 
e j - i (Z j - i i t j - d ) = (ZoOo),.... ^ - i ( O - i ) ) then 
( W o ) , •••» fj-iOj-D, WJ and 
= (foto) . « / 0 » -
v ) F o r TJ-: ^ - ^ . . . ^ { L , . . . , V(M0)}, 
•fjlwjnTTj., = ij-ilfTjnTFj., and if 
ftfofy)) = c^y- i (O- i ) and e . - i f o - i i O - i ) ) = (i0, -,'tj-2, iy - i (O - i ) ) 
then i,((70 , . . . , 0 - 2 , ^ - i ( O - i ) . ^ (0) ) ) = • ••> 0 - 2 , ^ - i (O- i ) ) ) -
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vi) <Pj = eyor,..} 
It can be seen that 
Vj = {OoOo), dj)I for i = 0, ...,j-1 
a^Z^i), (y0(a0), . . . ^y - i i o - j - i ^eF j , ! , 
<7„ has the form u0, and (T j^ has the form (bJ-1...b1, u0, uJ_1[SUj_1, q>j_J, 
q } t j - i ) - There is an element 
(Tj = (bj... bx, u0, uj[suj, <pj], Qj, Wj, -CjKZvU) 
such that (<r0, ..., (Tj-i, AJ)Z Vj, and there is a mapping e,-: SUJ— 
A j l W j ^ j ^ such that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of Definition 3.1. hold. 
dj = (bj, ..., bu u0, <rj( 1, . . . , vJ '(ffj))[{l, . . . , vJ(a% <pj], qJ} WJ, TJ) 
satisfies the requirements ii)—vi) of T e ( j ) -} 
We define y}: ( j ) — Ze(j) as follows: Let us consider the set 
r} = {y: ZB(j) - rE0')l for each c^Z^U), y(<Tj) = dj 
has the form 
(bj ... b,, u0, Oj(\, ..., V((X,))[{1,..., (Pjl Qj, Wj, Tj) 
and there is a vector (cr0, ..., Oj-i, Vj such that a0 has the form u0, aj^ 
has the form (bj^ ...blt u0, Uj^S^^, <pj_J, x a } has the 
form (bj.-bi, w0, Uj[SUj, (pj], Qj, Wj, Tj), and there is a mapping SUJ— 
- A j l W j ^ j ^ such that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of Definition 3.1 hold, 
and d j satisfies the requirements ii)—vi) of 
One can see that if y j£Fj then y} is injective and yj satisfies condition (2) be-
cause of the construction of 21,- and Z^ij) . Using this fact one can see that | r y | = 1. 
Let yj be the only element of F j . One can see that yj is bijective, and y0) ... 
..., y j—\, yj satisfy condition (1). 
Let j=k. We can assume that 2^(0), r t t ( l , ) ..., Z^k—1) and y0, ..., y t_1 
are defined such that y0) ..., yk-x satisfy condition (1) and that y)t_1 satisfies condi-
tion (2). 
We know that Zs(k) is the set 
2<t(fc) = {(h ••• K H0, Uk[SUk, <Pki, ek, Wk, 
i) there is an element (cr0, ..., ak_ ak)£ Vk such that a0=u0, <rJt_1 has the form 
(bk_1...b1,u0,uk_1[SUk_1,(pk-.1\,Qk_1,Wk_1,Tk_1), ak has the form {bk...bt, 
"o, " t f ^ , <Z>J, Qk, Wk,Tk). There is a mapping ek: SUk-~Ak[Wk_Jk_x such 
that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of Definition 3.1 hold. 
") Vfc-iO*-i) = (bk-1 ••• K, «o, •••, vfc-1(<7k_1))[{l. v*_1(ffk-i)}, 9k-1], 
Qk-u 
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and the production 
1 ^ "t [Suk>Pkl is in Ig,k, 
where the mapping 
is defined as follows: Let 
For every 
= iff ek(h) = (.to, -,h-i,h) and 
(Thus for each iff £*('*)=£* w ) 
iii) = {(f 0 , h-2, Zk-iOk-il ZkOkWkitkOk)) = c ^ - i O i c - . ) , 
= (to, h-2, 
u{(io,...,h-s,tk-iKtrk-ii 
there are no t^S,^ and ck£Ak such that Pk(tk) = cktk_1}U 
iv) . gk: SUlc~*Wk satisfies the following requirement: for every 
UeSUk\ if pk(^(tk)) = c ^ A t k - t ) and 
QkSk-i(tk-i)) = (fo, h-2, £*-i('*-i))> then 
and 
•el{Zk(tk)) = (*o, h-2, Zk-i(h-i), &('»))• 
v) For 
, fk• Wk~ (Ak...A2A1U...UA2AlUA1){l, ..., v(w0)}, xJk|WrfcnWrfc_i = f f t - x l ^ n ^ . , 
and if 
(f0, . . . ,h -2 ,Zk- i (h- i lZk(hj )£W k , = and . . 
ek-i{Zk-i(h-i)) = ('o> •••> h-2, Zk-iOk-i)) then 
' • MOo, •••> h-2, Gk-i(h-i), €k(h)) = ckTk-i(Oo> h-2, €k-i(h-i)))-
X Ji c. 1 .S (.. , 
It can be seen-'that.f. .. 
/ (yo(°o)> Vfc-i(«-fc-i))€Ffc_t, cr0 has the form uj,)„.;: •(, ,. . . . . 
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and fjt—i has the form {bk^...bx, u0, uk_x[SUk<p*_J, e*-!, Wk_t, z ^ ) . 
There is an element ak=(bk...b1, u0, uk[SUk, <pk], gk, Wk, zk)£Zv(k) such 
that (<70, ..., C/Jd Vk, and there is a mapping ek: SUk^Ak[Wk_l]k_1 such 
that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of Definition 3.1 hold, and 
dk=(bk...bl, u0, w*[SUk, <pk], Qk, Wk, zk) satisfies the requirements ii)—vi) 
of r e(*).} 
We define yk\ ZK(k)-*ZK(k) as follows: Let us consider the set 
r k = {?: r»(fc) - Iff(fe)| for each fft€£e(fc), y(ak) = ak 
has the form (bk...bx, u0, uk[SUk, Wk, zk) and there is a vector 
(<r0, ..., <rt_i, Vk such that tr0 has the form w0, ak_x has the form 
(bk_!... bl7 u0, uk-il/SKk_1, (pk-x], Qk- 1,Wk-1, zk_j), 
ak has the form (bk---b1, u0, uk[SUk, (pk], gk, fVk, zk) and there is a mapping 
ek: SUk-+ Ak[Wk_1]k_1 such that conditions i)—iv) in part (5).b of Definition 3.1 
hold, and 5k satisfies the requirements ii)—vi) of rff(A:)}. 
One can see that if yk€Tk then yk satisfies condition (2) because of the constructions 
of 9lk and Z^ik). Using this fact one can see that \Tk\ = 1. Let yk be the only element 
of rk. One can see that yk is surjective. Using the fact that yk satisfies condition (2), 
one can easily prove that the mappings y0, ..., yk satisfy condition (1). 
Finally we shall prove, using the fact that for 7=0, ..., k the mappings y0, ..., ys 
satisfy condition (1) and for 7 = 0 , ..., k the mapping satisfies condition (2), that 
T» = T«r • 
Assume that K0=(e[{e), ip0: e—bp], 0°, Z°, £2°) is a starting configuration of 
93 and that for a configuration ATj=(9l[S i t, i//1], 0\ Z\ Q1), K0=>*K, holds. Then 
K„ is a starting configuration of (E as well. We shall show that there is a configuration 
K1 = (q1[$1i,n e\ Z\ D1) 
of G with bijective correspondences 
a0: [Zi]0 - [Zl]0 
( * ) I 
a,: [Z\ - [Z']k 
such that a0 and xk is the identity function and Kn=>*K, holds, moreover 
i) for every sk£S„01(sj=(so, sx sk) iff 01(<xk(sk))= (OL0(S0), a,(ji), ... 
•••,**(>*)) and 
ii) (s0, Sj,..., s ^ Z 1 iff (oc0(s0), aiisO,..., a / s ^ e Z 1 
( l S j S k, (s0, Si,..., Sj)e(N*y) and 
iii) for every 
(s0, Si, Sj)€Z' ( l g j S k), ^((So, S i , s j ) ) = fl^aofso), M O , . . . , a,(s,))). 
Conversely, if K0=>£K1 holds then there is a configuration K, of © and there are 
bijective functions (* ) such that a0 and <nk are identity functions and i), ii), iii) hold. 
Hence if K, is final then Kx is final and vice versa, thus z3)=ze follows. 
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First we shall prove the first part of the statement, the second part can be proved 
similarly. We prove by induction on the length of the transition A^0=>*A'1. 
a) The length of K0=>*K! is zero, (K^K0). Trivial. _ 
b) Assume that the statement is true for K^^K^, KQ=>^K! and for the functions 
( * ) and that AT1=»sA^=(9i[5(I, № 0 2 , Z 2 , Q 2) holds. 
By the definition of the relation =>ffl, there are mappings xt: [Z1],—ZS(/) for 
/'=0, 1, ...,k such that for every (i0>^i> .••,sJ)£Z1 ( l ^ j ^ k ) if 
Q1((s0,s1, ...,sj)) = ft...fti/0(l, V(M0))[{1, ..., V ( M 0 ) } , 9 0 ] 
(bj€Aj,..., biZAi, « 0 E G 0 U Y „ 90: { L , . . . , V ( K 0 ) } - TCo(Y0)) 
then x0(s0)=u0, x^si) has the form (¿¡ . . . f t , u0, M,[5Ui, <pj, q(, Wt, t()_ for 
i=l, ...J, moreover (x0(.y0), x^sj, ..., Xj(sj))£Vj. Take the mappings xt: [Z1]^ 
-~Z<s{iy for i"=0, ..., k defined by xi(ai(si))=yi(xl(si)) for each s^Z1]^ Notice, 
that xt is well defined, because a,- and ft are bijective. By the induction hypothesis for 
each ( i 0 , JL . . . . i j J eZ 1 (l^j^k), Q 1 ^ , slt ..., i J))=Q1((a0( j0) , ax(Ji), ... 
...,0Cj(Sj))). Since xg=x0 and for each ¿^[Z1]; the first two components of X;(s/) 
are equal to the first two components of ^¡(«¿(sj) for / = 1 , ..., £,_moreover for 
every (ff0,er1,...,<Tj)eVj (l^J^k), (y0(<r0), Vifai), ..., Yj(<Tj))e Vj it follows 
that the mappings xt ( /=0 ,1 , ..., k) satisfy condition (1) in Definition 3.3. The 
mapping^ Xj (i=0, 1, ..., k) uniquely determine a configuration K t = ( q 2 [ S p , ip2], 
Q2,Z2,Q2) of C such that K^K* holds. First we show that q2[Sqt, ij/2] = 
By the transition we know that q2—^1[iS,4i, 5], where 
8: Sqi-»,TGk(YkUN*) satisfies the following formula: for each sk^Sql if xk(s^) = 
= (bk...b1u0, "k[SUk> <Pkl_8k, then 8(sk)=coSk(u^. By the induction hypot-
hesis and the transition Kx^Ki we obtain that q2=q1[Sqi,S], where S: Sqi — 
-~TGk(YkUN*) satisfies the. following formula: for every skdSqi if xk(sk) = 
= (bk...b1, u0, uk[SUk, cpk], gk, Wk, xk)_ and 8(sk)=coSk(uk) thenjf ) [(a ) k(.y t))=xk(sk) = 
yk(^k{sk)) = (bk...b1, m0, uk[SUk, qk, Wk, fk) for some gk, Wk and xk, moreover 
Ksk) = °>sk(uk) = Hsk), thus q2=q2. 
Again by the transition K ^ ^ K ^ and K ^ ^ K ^ we have that ip2 and \J/2: 
Sq2-*Ak... A1TCo(Y0) satisfy the following conditions: 
Let sk£Sqi be arbitrary and consider its unique decomposition sk=sktk, where 
sk£Sq,, 8(sk)=a>Sk(uk) for some uk(£PGk(Yk)), tk£SUk and xk(sj has the form 
«0» "kts^ , e*. Wfc, TK). Then if <pk(tk)=ck...Clt0, (ck... 
...cr<iAk...Ax, I 0 6 { 1 , . . . , V(M0)}) and tl/1(^=u0(l, ..., v(w0))[{L, ..., v ( W 0 ) } , 3 0 ] , 
(M 06G 0Uy 0 ,9 0 : {1, . . . ,v(M0)}-rCo(y0)) then rp2(skQ=ck...Cl90(t0). 
We know that sk has the same decomposition_using 5=8 and xk, because 
xk(sk) has the form ( f t . . . f t , u0, uk[S„k, <pk], gk, Wk, TA Since <pk(tk)=ck---cxt0 
and \j/1(sk)=u0(l, . . . , V ( M 0 ) ) [ { 1 , • • • , V ( « 0 ) } , 9 0 ] thus V2(sktk) = ck...c190(t0). We 
have obtained that I¡/2=^/2. 
Z2 = {(s0t0, ...,sjtj)\(s0, ...,s,)<iZl, j^l^k, 
*i(si) = (b'i... ft, "o, u,[SUl, (p,], qu Wu t() and (t0, /ls ..., tj)eW,}. 
Z2 = {(a0(s0)?0, oij(sj)lj)\(a0(s0), ..., «,(*,))€ Z1, j ^ l ^ k , 
and (r„, •••, Ij) is a member of the fifth component of S ((a,(ji)).} ..-: 1 
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N o w w e d e f i n e t h e m a p p i n g s a ? : [Z 2 ] ¡ —[Z2]¡, ( / = 0 , ...,k) a s f o l l o w s : L e t ag 
a n d a | b e i d e n t i t y m a p p i n g s , a n d f o r i=\, ...,k—1 t a k e a n a r b i t r a r y e l e m e n t 
w h e r e xi(si)=(bi...b1, u0, u¡[SU{, q>¡\, g¡, JV¡, r¡), t h e n w e d e f i n e oc?(s¡t¡) 
t o b e cc¡(s¡)^i(íi), w h e r e 4 : S „ ( - { 1 , . . . , | S J } . 
W e h a v e t o s h o w t h a t f o r / = 1 , k — 1 a? is a b i j e c t i v e f u n c t i o n . L e t s¡t¡= 
= s , Z i ( € Z f ) a n d a s s u m e t h a t s¡ . T h e n o n e o f í ¡ o r s¡ is a p r o p e r i n i t i a l s e g m e n t 
o f t h e o t h e r o n e , w h i c h c o n t r a d i c t s t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f t h e c o n f i g u r a t i o n , t h u s a? i s a 
we l l d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n . 
A s s u m e t h a t d¡(sit¡)=ct2(sií¡) s u c h t h a t s¡ ^ s¡ o r t¡ t¡. I f s¡ s¡ t h e n 
aÁsJ^oCifa) a n d 4 is a f u n c t i o n w h o s e r a n g e is N t h u s a¡(04(/,)^a¡(s¡)4(/¡). 
I f j ¡ = sf a n d / ¡ ^ i i t h e n a? O ; = « ¡ 0 ¡ ) C¡ ( O ^ « ¡ ( O 4 f t ) = « 2 ( s ¡ r¡) s i nce 4 ( 0 ^ 
t h u s w e o b t a i n e d t h a t af is i n j ec t ive . 
L e t S j i ^ f Z 2 ] ; , t h e n t h e r e is a n e l e m e n t ( s 0 r 0 , . . . , s¡ t¡ , . . . , S j l J ^ Z 2 , w h e r e 
j ^ i . B y t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f Z 2 , ( s 0 , . . . , s¡ , . . . , s s , . . . , s ^ Z 1 f o r s o m e s + 1 , . . . 
5,(€JV*), l S / ^ / ^ A : , a n d 
_ (•(&,.. . d i . iTo , WfO v ' ( f f i )} , ft], e „ f , ) if / 3= k, 
y"1 S' ~ \(bk... by, <7„, kJS^ , ét, wk, fk) if I = k, 
a n d (Z0, . . . , í ¡ , . . . , tj)£ W¡. B y t h e i n d u c t i o n h y p o t h e s i s t h e r e is a n e l e m e n t 
(¿o, ...,s¡, ...,Sj, ...,s¡) o f Z 1 s u c h t h a t 
( a 0 ( s 0 ) , . . . , «;(>;), . . . , <XJ(SJ), . . . , CC,(S,)) = (S0 , ..., S¡, ..., Sj, ..., s¡). 
Since xt(s¡) = y¡ (x,(s,)) b y d e f i n i t i o n , w e c a n a p p l y c o n d i t i o n (2) (ii) s t a t e d f o r y,, w h i c h 
tel ls u s t h a t (i0, . . . , t„ . . . , lj)£W, iff t h e r e is a ^ ( O , Z^Q,), tTl(W)t wi 
f o r ~ 4 , • ••> 4 defined in t h e c o n d i t i o n . T h u s 
m o r e o v e r 
a ¡ ( s ¡ 4 - 1 & ) ) - « i i s d U Z r H h ) ) = « ¿ s d h = 5,1 
h e n c e af is s u r j e c t i v e ( / = 1 , . . . , k — 1). T h u s w e h a v e p r o v e d t h a t a? is b i j e c t i v e 
( / = 0 , . . . , * ) . 
L e t sk£Sq2 b e a r b i t r a r y a n d c o n s i d e r i t s u n i q u e d e c o m p o s i t i o n sk=sktk w h e r e 
sk€Sqi, xk(sk) h a s the_ f o r m {bk...bx, uQ, uk[SUk, <pk], gk, Wk, ik), d(sk) = coSk(uJ, 
I n t h i s c a s e xk(sk)(=yk(xk(sk))) h a s t h e f o r m ( ^ . . . ¿ j , u0, uk[SJk, cpk], 
Qk, Wk, x fc). U s i n g c o n d i t i o n (2) ( iv) s t a t e d f o r yk, gk(tk) = (t0, /l5 ..., tk) iff gk(tk) = 
= ( 4 ( 0 . 4 ( 0 , • • • , 4 ( 0 ) f o r 4 , 4 , . . . , 4 d e f i n e d in t h e c o n d i t i o n . 
U s i n g t h e i n d u c t i o n h y p o t h e s i s 01(sk)=(jo, s1} ..., sk) iff 01(sk)= (a0(s0), 
a1(s1), ..., a k ( s k ) ) . B y t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f 02 a n d 02 w e o b t a i n t h a t 
0 2 ( O = ( S 0 t 0 , S i íx , . . . , S t O iff 
0 2 ( O = W O 4 ( 0 , « i ( 0 4 ( 0 , ••;, « < ¿ ( 0 4 ( 0 ) = 
= ( a o ( s o O , « i ( s i O , •••, af(SfcO)-
T h u s w e h a v e p r o v e d t h a t c o n d i t i o n i) h o l d s f o r t h e m a p p i n g s a k . 
L e t (s0t0, ...,Sjtj)€Z2 b e a r b i t r a r y , w h e r e l^j^k a n d ( J 0 , . . . , Sj, . . . , s¡)dZl 
fo r s o m e sJ+1, . . . , st€(N% (J^lsk), m o r e o v e r xl(sl)=(bl...b1,it0, u¡[Su¡, q>¡\, 
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et, Wi, T/-) and;(/0, t^W,. By the induction.hypothesis, (ào(50),....,aJ(.j,))€Z1. 
By the definitionof jï,, - (a( ( J,) ) = y, (x, (J,) i.e, • . ••• •••:.•;,. 
, 'i(*>,...ft, «o, ..., v ' ( f f , ) ) [ { l , v'(a,)}, y,], q^W,;^) if I k, 
_buUo.t uk[SUk;cpk], Q k i f / = fc.' - / 
We cati apply condition (2) (ii) stated'for y, which tells'us that (ZoOo), -••> 
iff (t0, .".:, tj)Ç_ JV, for the mappings £0', ...', Çj defined in thé condition. Thus 
Conversely, let (¿o„..., Vj)€Z2,be,arbitrary: By the construction of the set Z 2 there 
are'two vectors (s0, . . . , S j , s^ÇZ1 ( 1 ^ j r à l ^ s k ) and',00, ..., ty)€ ((W*y) such that 
v—s^i for /=0 , . . . J , and (t0, ..., ïj) is in the fifth component of s,). By the 
induction hypothesis, ( a f - 1 ^ ) , a / 1 ^ ) ; ..., af1(s,))çZ1. We know that x,(s,) = 
=y,(/i,(ai_1(si))). According- to condition (2)(ii) stated for y, we obtain that 
(fcHioX • • ¿ j r l(ô)) ' s i n the fifth component of for the mappings ..., 
defined in, the condition. Thus ( a j " 1 ^ ) ^ 1 ^ ) , ..., a J1 (sj) t,J 1(tJ))ÇZ-, moreover 
for . i = 0, ...J. 
We have proved that condition ii) holds-for the mappings ..., a | . 
It has remained to prove that condition iii) holds for ..., a | . Let ••• 
..., Sjlj)£Z2 be arbitrary, where l ^ j ^ k , (s0, ..., Sj, ..., s^dZ1 for some sJ + 1, ... 
j'SlSk; and *,(/,) = (b\ .'.'.ft , u0, u,[SUl, <p,], g„ W„ T() and (t0, ... 
..:.,;/;)£ fV,, j! We J.know )that1;1i2i((i'ôv . . . , S j , ..., s,))=bl...b1u0(l, ..., V(m0))[{1, ... 
•••W(m0)}, 90], for; - s o m e . . : (1:, v:(w0)}^rCo(yo), and r,((/0, ..., tj)) = cj...c1t0 
for some cfiAj, ..., t0£ {1, ..., ,v («„)}, thus Q2((s0t0, ..., Xj tj) ) = e , . . . c, 90 (/„). 
By the induction hypothesis, (a0(^o)> • ••> <xi(sj), •••, ^ IO I ) )^^ 1 and 
(b, . . . f t , u0, u,[SUl,(p,], Qi,W„zi) if l = k, 
(f t L A , «o, x,(s,)( 1, ..., v'(x,(s()))[{l,..., v'(x,(s,))}, <p,l 
¿ „ W , , * , ) if l ^ k . A i " 1 ; J 
We can apply condition 2(v) stated for y, which tells us that T , ( ( / 0 , . . . , tj)) = Cj... t0 
iff ^/((Co(/0),:-'• • /^jlCO))) = • •• Ci<?0('o) for the mappings defined in the 
condition: ' ' V " 
Zoi'o) holds. By the induction hypothesis, 
flH^W « / ( ^ » M i - M o O * v(w0))[{U .... v(«0)}, 3 J . By the 
definition of fl2 arid' a? ( /=0, ..., k), 
S2((a0(s0)i0(/0), aj(sj)Zj{tj))) = 
= O2((a2(s0/o), *2j(Sjtj))) = cj ... cM0). 
Thus fi2((Vo, •••,sJtj))=Q2((a20(s0ti)), ..., a)( j , / , ) ) ) holds. The proof of the first 
part of the statement is complete. The second par tof the statement can be proved by 
induction on the length j>f the transition K0=>^K1. 
a) The length, of is zero, (K^KQ ) . Trivial. 
b)i Assume, that thejtatement is true for K ^ * ^ and for the functions 
(V) and;that 'K1^|K'2 holds. By the definition of the relation there are mappings 
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: [Z1];—Xffl(i) for i = 0 , 1, ..., k such that for every (s0, Si, ..., s^C-Z1 (1 ^ j ^ k ) if 
^ ( ( S O , S L 5 sj))=bj...b1u0(}, . . . , V ( M 0 ) ) [ { 1 , . . . , V ( M 0 ) } , 9 0 ] (bj€AJ,..., b^A^ W 0 € 
€G 0UF 0 , 3„: {1, ..., v (« 0 )}- r 0 o (7 0 ) ) then x0(s0) = u0, for /=1 , ...,j, x ^ 
has the form • 
(bt... bi, M0, (7;(1, vV) ) [{ l , Vfo)}, ft], ft, Wi, f () if 1 S i ^ fc-1, 
(b* . . . Mq, wJS^, Qk, Wk, Tk) if i = k, 
moreover (>?0(s0), • ••, K-
Take the mappings xt: [Z1];—£s(<) for /=0 , ...,k — 1 defined by xi(si) = 
=vr1(xi(<Zi(si))) f ° r each i i€[Z1] i . Notice that is well defined, because a ; and y,-
arebijective. According to Definition 3.2foreach s^CfZ1]^, &1(sk) is the only element 
of Z 1 which has the form (s0, s t _ l 5 sk) for some s0, ..., We know that 
(x0(s0), . . . ,xk_i(s t_i), We can apply condition (1) stated for y0, ... 
• ••, 7 t - i , 7t, which tells us that there is a unique a ^ E ^ k ) such that yk((rk) = xk(sk) 
and (y^H^oi-So)), •••, 7 ^ 1 ( ^ - 1 ( ^ - 1 ) ) , Let x t(sk) be crfc. By the induction 
hypothesis for each (s0, st, J^GZ1 (1 ^j^k), Q1((s0,s1, ..., sJ)) = Q1((a0(s0) 
« 1 ( 0 , •••,<Xj(sJ))). Since x 0 =x 0 and for each i^ fZ 1 ] ; the first two components of 
Xi(si) are equal to the first two components of xi(a1(.s,i)) for /=1 , ..., k, 1 moreover 
for every ( j 0 , ..., s ^ZZ 1 (1 S/Sfc), (X0(j0), •••, Vj it follows that 
the mappings xt ( /=0, 1, ..., k) satisfy condition (1) in the Definition 3.3. 
The mappings xt ( /=0 ,1 , k) uniquely determine a configuration K2 = 
= {q2[Sqi, VI 0\ Z2 , £22) such that K x ^ K 2 holds. 
From now on the proof of the second part of the statement is similar to the 
proof of the first part. 
_ The proof of the theorem is complete. 
4. Example 
Let us consider the folloving two ^-transducers: 
«1 = (G0, Y0, AX, GT, Yi, A{, ZMl), where 
G0 = GJ = {g0}, Y0 = {x0}, 
Gx = G2 = {gi}, Yx={xx , y i } , 
AX = {FLI, BX, CI}, A\ = {FLI}, 
~ yit bxX0 — Xi, 
«igo^gi(l,2)[{l,2}, <pxx. 1>— bil; (Pxi. 2>-—bx2], 
fligo^gi(l,2)[{l,2}, (p12: 1 — b i l ; <p 12: 2 —^2]}. 
T«! = {(go(*o, *o), giO>i, Ji)), (go(*o, *o), gi(*i, *i))> 
(g0(x0, x0), g i f e , jO), (go(*o, *o), gi(^i, *i))}-
3I2 = (Gi, Yi, A2, G2, Y2, A'S, IMT), where 
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G2 . = G\ = {g2}, y2 = {x2, y2, z2}, 
¿2 = {a2, b2}, A2 = {a2}. 
Z*2 = {a2gi-* g2(l ,2)[{l ,2}, <p21: 1 — < p 2 2 ; 2 — V ] , 
i>2 *1 ^ ^2, f>2 *1 - Z2, b2 J i - X2}. 
One can see that 
t9j,°t<h2 = {(go(*o, *o), g2(*2, x.j), (g0(*0, x0), g2(y2, y2)), 
. (go(*o, x0), g2(y2, z2)), (g0(x0, x0), g2(z2, y2)), 
(g0(x0,x0), g2(z2, z2))}. 
We construct the 2-synchronized ^-transducer © according to the Theorem 3.5: 
93 = (G0,G.1,Y0,Y1,A1,As,A'1,A'i, ZS,V), where 
2.(0) .= K = G„Uy„, 
Z s ( l ) = {ffi, <r2, as, where = (bt, x0, yx, 0 ,0,0) , 
<72 = (bx,Xo,Xx,0, 0, 0), 
= ("i> go, gi0> 2)[{1, 2}, cp3: 1 — V ; <p3;. 2 — M ] , 
1 - (1, 1); e3: 2 - (2, 2), {(1,1), (2, 2)}, 
R 3 : ( 1 , 1 ) - V ; T 3 : (2,2)~bx2), 
a* = (ai, go, gi0,2)j[{l,2}, [<p4: ¿jl; <p4: 2 — ^2], 
04: 1 - (1, 1); 04: 2 - (2, 2), {(1,1), (2, 2)}, 
r4: ( 1 , 1 ) - M ; ( 2 , 2 ) — c x 2) . 
= {(*o, ^l), (*o, 0"2), (go, (go, ^4)}-
^®(2) = {(Ts,ca,<r7,a8,a0}, where = ( M i , x0, x2, 0, 0, 0), 
<?6 = ( M i , x0, y2, 0, 0, 0), <r7 = (b2£>1; x0, z2, 0, 0, 0), 
<r8 = (a2fli, go, g2(l, 2)[{1, 2}, <pg: 1 — M i l ; <p8: 2 — M i 1 ] , 
1-(1,1,1); g8; 2 K- (1,1, 2), {(1,1,1), (1,1, 2), (2, 2)}, 
r8: (1, 1, 1) — M i l ; t 8 ; (1, 1 , 2 ) — M i l ; T8: (2, 2) — 
<r9 = (a2at, go, g 2 ( l , 2 ) [ {1 ,2 } , <pg: l>-+b2bxl; <pg: 2 — M i l ] , 
f?9: 1 - ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ; ¡?9: 2 - ( 1 , 1 , 2), { ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , ( 1 , 1 , 2), (2, 2)}, 
r9: ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) — M i l ; T 9 : ( 1 , 1 , 2 ) — b2 ; T 9 : ( 2 , 2 ) — C O ) , 
= {(*o, ffs), (*o, ff2, fe), (*o, 02, <̂ 7), (go, c3 , <Tg), (go, ff4, <r9)}. 
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Let us consider configurations K0, Klt K2, K3, K6 of S , where K0 is a 
starting configuration, K2, K3, Kt, K5, Ka are final configurations. 
K0 = (a2algfl(x0, x0), 0„: e (e, e, e), {(e, e, e)}, Î20: (e, e, e) >->- a2«igo(*o, *o)), 
* i = ( g 2 ( M i * o , hbiXo), ex: 1 ^ ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ; Oy. 2 — (I , 1 ,2) , . 
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (2, 2)}, Qy. (1, 1, 1) - M i * « ; 
( 1 , 1 , 2 ¿ » ¡ ¡ f t * , , ; Qy. ( 2 , 2 ) — 
K2 = (g2(x2,*2), 0, 0, 0), 
K3= (g2(j2,yz), 0 , 0 , 0 ) , 
k* = UiCy«, * « ) . 0 , 0 , 0 ) , 
K5 = (g2(z2,y2), 0,0,0) , 
= (g2<>2, 0, 0, 0). 
All the transitions from configuration Ka in © which are ended by final configura-
tion are the following: 
Kq = > 8 K± = > 5 5 K
3
, 
K0 =>-55 =>B K4, 
Ko =^8 K-i =><B K5, 
Ko =>8 K± =>a Ka. 
The 
transition K(, =>^Kl is determined by the mappings: 
x0: {e} - I s (0) ; x0(e) = g0, 
xx\ {e} - r B ( l ) ; x1(e) = <r3, 
x2: {e} - I s ( 2 ) ; x2(e) = <rs. 
The 
transition Ki =>-aK2 is determined by the mappings: 
*(>: { 1 , 2 } - ¿"»(O); x 0 ( l ) = x0-, x0(2) = x 0 , 
xj: {1, 2} - I®(1) ; % t(l) = <Ti, x x (2 ) = c 2 , 
x2: { 1 , 2 } - * r B ( 2 ) ; x2(l) = <75; x2(2) = a5. 
The 
transition K t ^ K 3 is determined by the mappings: 
x0: {1, 2} - r s ( 0 ) ; x 0 ( l ) = x 0 ; x0(2) = x 0 , 
x i - {I , 2} - ¿ '»( l ) ; * i ( l ) = ff2; x t ( 2 ) = ffi, 
x2: { 1 , 2 } — T B (2 ) ; x2(l) = <7„; x2(2) = tr8. 
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The transition K l='SK l l is determined by the mappings: 
x0: {1, 2 } - r s ( 0 ) ; x0(l) = x 0 ; x0(2) = x0, 
x,: {1, 2} - I s ( l ) ; XJO) = ff2; ^(2) = <72, 
x 2 : { 1 , 2 } ~ 1 . ( 2 ) ; * 2 (1 ) = ff6; x , ( 2 ) = a 7 . 
The transition Ki=>3jK5 is determined by the mappings: 
x0: {1, 2} - I»(0); x0(l) = *0 ; x0(2) = x„, 
xi:. {1, 2} - Z 8 ( l ) ; x t ( l ) = <r2; xx(2) = a2 , 
x2: {1, 2} - Z s(2); x2(l) = <r7; x2(2) = <r6. 
The transition K ^ ^ K ^ is determined by the mappings: 
x0: {1, 2} - rB(0); x0(l) = x0\ x0(2) = x0, 
xx\ {1, 2} - I s O ) ; xx(l) = <r2; Xj(2) = ff2, 
x2: {1, 2} - £¿(2); x2(l) = a7 ; x2(2) = <r7. 
One can see that zia = Tmiorai... 
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